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::~'C6tttgexnttl1izes Circles deal 
Apartmeii;t site 
to join campus 
starting in fall 
BY JOE GERAGHTY 
Assistant News Editor 
The College Circle Apartments will be-
come on-campus housing next academic 
year, and the complex will nearly double in 
size by Fall 2003. 
Bnan McAree, vice president for student 
affairs and campus life, announced the col-
lege has signed a memorandum of under-
standing with Ithaca-area developer Integrated 
Acquisition and D~velopment Corporation. 
Under the initial four-year agreement, the 
college would lease the apartments from 
IAD, which would maintain ownership and 
pay for the expansion of the apartments. 
The expansion would add 276 bedrooms, 
bringing the total to 600. All of the bedrooms 
are currently single-occupancy rooms. 
Vice President and Treasurer Carl 
Sgrecci said as many as 15 percent of the 
bedrooms could be converted to doubles, 
though such details still must be worked out. 
McAree said Ithaca Colleg~.students who 
live in the Circles this year will be offered the 
option of hvmg in the Circles again next year 
- in effect to return to on-campus housing. 
Earlier, administr~tors had planned not to al-
low current Circles residents to remain there. 
Sgrecci said IAD approached the college 
a year and a half ago, offering a deal simi-
See COST, Page 2 
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SENIORS JEFF LEVI, left, Janna Friedman and Aaron Daniels walk across the bridge that connects the College Circle Apartments 
to the Ithaca College campus Wednesday on their way to an 11 a.m. class. The Circles will be on-campus housing next fall. 
Rushing toward Greek life 
Students search out experiences with fraternities and sororities 
BY BROOKE BENNETT 
Srnff Writer __________ _ 
When sophomore Geoffrey 
Zoref enrolled at Ithaca College, 
the lack of Greek life dtd not con-
cern him. But only one semester 
later, he found himself rushing to 
Delta Phi, a fraternity on the Cor-
nell University campus. 
Although Ithaca College has no 
offic1<1l Greek system, some stu-
dents opt to join groups at Cornell. 
Zoref learned about the Cornell fra-
ternity when he took a course on 
East Hill during Winter Break. 
Durmg rush, students and 
Greek organizations get ac-
quainted. After rushing, some 
students are asked to pledge, dur-
ing which time they learn about the 
group and are involved in a num-
ber of initiation activities. Almost 
all pledge activities are kept secret. 
After rushing, Zoref was chosen 
to pledge. But two weeks into pledg-
ing, he decided he did not like be-
ing required to go to the fraternity 
house whenever his brothers 
called, which often was Ia~e at night. 
Not owning a car also _tnade getting 
to Cornell difficult, he said. Zoref 
opted not to join the fraternity. unrecognized Greek organiza- tages, including scholarships 
available from national organiza-
tions and having a connection to 
brothers from other schools. 
"I decided it wasn't going to tions run by students at the college 
be for me. People say it's worth to advertise on campus. 
it once you're done with pledg- Senior Skip Paal, who is the so-
ing," he said. "But it's a huge cial chairman of Phi Sigma Kappa, He said he also enjoys the di-
commitment." 111111!~=:~ ... said seven men joined the . versity within the fraternity, in-
cluding members from various 
majors and two members who work 
for the Ithaca Fire Department. 
But the cha!- fraternity in the last 
lengcs of pledg- rush, which he con-
ing do not deter siders a good size. 
everyone. 
Two Ithaca 
College sopho-
mores, Eliza Lopez 
and Janitza Lopez, are in 
Lambda Pi Chi at Cornell, a Latina 
community service sorority. They 
chose to pledge despite the compli-
cated requirements. Both women 
said sorority affairs are confidential. 
Ithaca College has not recog-
nized social Greek organizations 
since 1980, when a student died 
during fraternity hazing. The col-
lege also does not allow the nine 
"It's a really great group of 
guys," Paa! said. 
In addition to social functions, 
some fraternities do some com-
munity service activities. Paal 
said Phi Sigma Kappa does a fund-
raiser for the Leukemia and Lym-
phoma Society every year. 
Drollette said fraternities do not 
Because they are always deserve the bad reputation 
unofficial fratemi- they get. Pledges in Delta Kappa 
ties and sororities, they have two hours of mandatory 
do not have official houses, studying each night, he said. 
but members still often live togeth- "A pledge who fails out of 
er once they move off campus. school is no good," he said. 
"Generally, a lot of brothers end Drollette said the negative 
up living together, not because they stigma attached to Greek life 
have to, but because they want to," bothers him more than not being 
said junior Nicholas Drqllette, . recognized. 
who will be the vice president of "They assume that what we're 
Delta Kappa next semester. doing is so horrible, that we're go-
Paal said being a member of a - ing to corrupt kids into a black hole 
fraternity has a number of advan- of bad grades," Drollette said .. 
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PRESIDENT WILLIAMS: 
A SPECIAL REPORT 
Peggy R. Williams came to 
Ithaca College in Fall 1997 with 
a Ph.D. from Harvard University 
and nine years as president at 
Lyndon Stale College (Vt.). 
That was five years ago. 
And no one knew what direc-
tion Ithaca College would take 
under her leadership. 
Since then, the college's 
seventh president has shown 
she is willing to confront impor-
tant issues. 
In a special report on 
Pages 4 and 5, Williams 
shares with The Ithacan what 
she believes she has accom-
plished and what is ahead in 
the future of the institution. 
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National _ 
ar1d ! nternational 
HEAR ME ROAR 
PETER ANDREW BOSCH/MIAMI HERALD 
KABUL ZOO DIRECTOR Sher Agol Omeg feeds a lio,:i that was blinded by a Taliban hand grenade. 
Taliban surrender deadline extended 
American bombs battered Al Qaeda's mountain refuge 
Wednesday and U.S. officials expressed concern that Osama 
bin Laden or other top terrorist leaders might slip away 
during protracted negotiations over a surrender. 
Afghan tribal commanders set a new deadline of noon 
Thursday local time (2:30 a.m. ESf) for a complete surrender 
of Al Qaeda that would include any leaders still in the area. 
A "surrender or die" deadline imposed on bin Laden's 
routed forces expired Wednesday morning, but a cease-fire 
was extended by Afghan ground forces and a new round 
of negotiations began. 
Meanwhile, a U.S. B-52 warplane dropped a number 
of bombs Wednesday morning on a canyon where bin 
Laden's forces were believed to be hiding, an apparent at-
tempt to nudge reluctant fighters toward surrendering. 
It was not known if bin Laden was among the large num-
ber of Arabs penned inside the deep gorge in the Tora Bora 
area. But many of his followers trapped there begged for 
a cease-fire Tuesday and said they were ready to give up. 
One bin Laden fighter told an Afghan commander over 
walkie-talkies: "Don't kill us. Don't beat us. Hand us over 
to the U.N." and not the United States. 
Court issues first Sept. 11 indictment 
A federal grand jury Tuesday handed down the first in-
dictment directly tied to the Sept. 11 terrorist hijackings, 
alleging a French Moroccan man conspired to kill thou-
sands of people in attacks on New York and Washington. 
Zacarias Moussaoui was indicted on six counts of plot-
ting with Osama bin Laden, the 19 hijackers and other mem-
bers of the Al Qaeda terrorist network to crash commercial 
jetliners into the World Trade Center and the Pentagon. 
"The indictment today is a chronicle of evil," Attorney 
General John Ashcroft said Tuesday. "Al Qaeda will now 
meet the justice it abhors and the judgment it fears." 
Four of the six counts Moussaoui faces carry the death 
penalty, including conspiracy to commit acts of terrorisrr., 
aircraft piracy, aircraft destruction and use of a weapon of 
mass destruction. 
Federal agents arrested Moussaoui, 33, Aug. 17 on a visa 
violation, and a subsequent search of his belongings turned 
up knives, fighting gloves, a Boeing 747 flight manual and 
other items similar to those the hijackers possessed. 
House leader announces retirement 
House Majority Leader Dick Anney said Wednesday 
that a desire to spend more time with his family and ex-
plore his longtime passion for business were the chief rea-
sons behind his decision to retire from Congress when his 
term ends in Jan. 2003. 
The 61-year-old congressman's announcement set off 
a political scramble for the GOP's No. 2 leadership post, 
with House Majority Whip Tom DeLay, also a Republi-
can from Texas, widely expected to aggressively seek the 
majority leader's job. 
Cost of apartments to increase CORRECTIONS 
President to launch changes in military 
President George W. Bush outlined Tuesday an ambi-
tious plan to overhaul the nation's military, vowing to erad-
icate terrorism with more sophisticated weapons, better in-
telligence and innovative battle plans. 
Calling the war on terrorism a preview of 21st-centu-
ry warfare, Bush declared his intention to push an urgent 
defense buildup. He called for more spending on unmanned 
aircraft, precision-guided weapons, intelligence gathering 
and an anti-missile system. 
"This revolution in our military is only beginning, and 1t 
promises to change the face of battle," the president told about 
2,000 cadets at The Citadel, a South Carolina military col-
lege. "For states that support terror, it's not enough that the 
consequences be costly - they must be devastating." 
Ceremony remembers attack victims 
Blinking back tears, President George W. Bush and 
First Lady Laura Bush stood with their hands over their 
...._hearts as the Marine Band played the national anthem 
Tuesday in a ceremony commemorating the victims of 
the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks. Similar events occurred in 
more than 80 nations. 
Aboard the orbiting International Space Station, U.S. 
and Russian crew members marked the occasion by play-
ing anthems from both countries. 
"In time, perhaps, we will mark the memory of Sep-
tember the I Ith in stone and metal - something we can 
show children as yet unborn to help them understand what 
happened on this minute and on this day," Bush said. "But 
for those of us who Ii ved through these events, the only 
marker we'll ever need is the tick of a clock at the 46th 
minute of the eighth hour of the 11th day." 
He paid tribute to the victims in personal terms, saying 
"every one of the innocents who died on September the 
11th was the most important person on Earth to somebody." 
Officials catch immigrant smugglers 
Federal investigators have cracked a network of 
smugglers who used late-night runs by a Los Angeles-based 
bus company to transport thousands of i lie gal immigrants 
each year from Mexico to U.S. cities, Attorney General 
John Ashcroft announced Monday. 
The alleged conspiracy, said to have carried between 50 
and 300 illegal immigrants a day into the United States since 
1996, "is the largest smuggling case involving a commer-
cial enterprise, at least in the history of the INS," James Ziglar, 
commissioner of the Immigration and Naturalization Service, 
told reporters at a news conference with Ashcroft. 
Thirty-two people were indicted in connection with the 
alleged scheme, including top officers and several drivers 
of Golden State Transportation of Los Angeles, which op-
erates throughout the Southwest. 
The 39-count indictment alleges the company made much 
of its annual revenue by transporting undocumented ille-
gal immigrants from the U.S.-Mexico border to cities such 
as Los Angeles, Denver and Yakima, Wash. 
SOURCE: KRT Campus 
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lar to the one the college has now agreed to. 
"We just weren't ready then," Sgrecci said. 
Since that time, Sgrecci said the college has 
more accurately mapped out its goals and ob-
jectives in both the institutional and campus 
master plans. Those plans call for the addi-
tion of 600 to 800 apartment-style beds on 
campus to meet the college's growing resi-
dential needs. 
including Internet and phone service, utili-
ties, garbage, resident assistants and Campus 
Safety patrols, McArce explained. 
Still, many students remain uncertain 
whether the college's acquisition of the Cir-
cles is in their best interest. 
"I really don't think they should do this," 
said sophomore Nicole Orne, who will move 
into the Circles for the spnng semester. 
'They're taking away a stepping stone. This 
isn't quite on-campus, but it's not too far 
away either." 
Faculty Council approved a measure 
to allow the next provost to receive 
tenure, but the decision is pending 
final approval from Faculty Council's 
handbook committee, the president 
and the board of trustees. Also, no 
decision has been made yet regarding 
the process for granting tenure, though 
the candidate must be hired by the 
president before being considered. 
Sin!!le copies of The Ithacan are 
a,,ailat,lc free of charge from authori~ed 
d1stribu:io11 po1111s on the Ithaca College 
campu!; and in downtown Ithaca 
Multiple copies and mat! .111bscripriu11.1 
are available from The Ithacan ofjl..:c. 
Plea.';e call (607) 274-3108fur rare.1. 
All Ithaca College .'>tllde,w, regard-
less o(sclwol or ma101; are mviJed to 
JOlll 'fhc Ithacan staff Interested stu-
dent.'; should conwct an editor ur 1•i.1i1 
The Ithacan ofjice in Roy II. Park Hall, 
room 269 
After determining that need, the college 
went back to IAD and found the developer 
still interested in a deal. 
By using a developer instead of borrow-
ing money to purchase and expand the Cir-
cles, the college maintains its borrowing ca-
pacity for other capital projects, Sgrecci said. 
And because the Circles are fairly sepa-
rate from the campus, if the project fails for 
any reason, the college will not be forced to 
rescue it, which provides further protection 
for the college's financial resources. 
McAree said costs to live in the Circles, 
which currently range between about $4,000 
and $5,000 for a 12-month lease, will increase 
when the college takes control of them. 
Those increased costs are necessary to 
cover the ~ervices the college will provide, 
Junior Jeremy Dobson, a Circles resident, 
said he thinks the apartments will not be as 
attractive to studentc; if the college owns them. 
"It's going to lose a lot of its appeal," 
he said. "I know I moved up here to get 
away from the campus rules and have some 
independence.'~ 
But McAree insisted he expects the Cir-
cles to remain a desirable option for students. 
"We know it's attractive to our students 
because most everyone up there now is an 
Ithaca College student," he said. "Certainly 
if the college controlled the Circles, they 
would fall under the college's conduct 
code. There may be some people who, in a 
moment of truth, simply don't find that at-
tractive, but so be it." 
Associate Professor Stewart Auyash 
is the chairman of the Department of 
Health Policy Studies. His title was 
incorrect in the Dec. 6 issue. 
The Counseling Center will hold the 
last group session titled "Especially 
This Semester: Coping With End-of-
semester Stress" today at 12:15 p.m. 
in the center's conference room. The 
date was incorrect in the Dec. 6 issue. 
It is The lthacan's policy to correct 
all errors of fact. Please contact 
Assistant New·s Editor Joe Geraghty 
at 27 4-3207. 
Mailing address. 269 Roy fl. Park I/all. 
Ithaca Colleie, Ithaca. N. Y . ./4850-7158 
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News 
Briefs 
Campus Safety helps 
officers at Ground Zero 
Eight members of the Office of 
Campus Safety visited Qround 
Zero in New York City Saturday, 
bringing condolences and dona-
tions from the Ithaca College 
community. 
The officers brought care 
packages, a wreath and a book of 
condolences signed by 300 stu-
dents, faculty and staff to the site 
as gifts from the college. College 
Stores Director Michael Bovi 
also donated sweatshirts that 
were delivered to New York City 
rescue workers and Mayor 
Rudolph Giuliani. 
The officers who made the trip 
were Investigator Thomas Dunn, 
Fire Protection Specialist Doug 
Gordner, Sgts. Keith Lee and 
Ronald Hart· and Patrol Officers 
Terry O'Pray, John Federation, 
Ryan Mayo and Dirk Hightchew. 
Administrative couple 
leave for retirement 
A reception was held 
Wednesday to honor Associate 
Registrar Lynnette Hatch and 
her husband, Physical Plant Di-
rector Bruce Hatch, who are re-
tiring from the college at the end 
of the semester after a combined 
47 years of service. 
Lynnette Hatch began her 33-
year tenure at the college in 1968 
as Assistant Registrar. She went on 
to receive her bachelor of arts in 
liberal studies from the college in 
l 977 and her master's degree in 
communications in 1992. 
Bruce Hatch joined the college 
staff in 1987 as assistant director of 
physical plant. He was promoted to 
director in spring 1995. 
Gladys Ward, executive assis-
tant to the vice president for busi-
ness and administrative affairs, 
said a nationwide search is cur-
rently underway to find a perma-
nent replacement for the position 
of physical plant director. 
The couple plan to leave the 
area next month and move into 
their newly built home near Or-
lando, Fla. 
Students to get discounts 
at Ithaca-area businesses 
Ithaca College students will 
enJOY discounts at area businesses 
during the spring semester, 
thanks to the Alumni Association. 
Jennifer Ohlbaum '97, M.S. '98, 
an employee at Student Advantage 
Inc., secured free trial memberships 
to the discount service, which 
costs $20 each year. 
Participating h11sinesses include 
Friendly's, Gir:o's, Kinko's, 
Rulloff's, Sam Goody, Stella's, 
Subway, Taco Bell and Wendy's. 
Discounts are also available with na-
tional corporations such as Amtrak, 
US Airways and Tower Records. 
Students can expect the mem-
bership cards in the mail before 
Winter Break. 
Final provost candidate 
to address college today 
John Anderson, the final candi-
date for the position of provost and 
vice president for academic affairs, 
will visit campus today and Friday. 
He will participate in an open ses-
sion for faculty at 12: 10 p.m. and for 
students at 4:15 p.m., both in 
Emerson Suite B today. An open ses-
sion for the entire community will 
be held at 12: 10 p.m. Friday in Klin-
genstein Lounge. Check www.itha-
ca.edu/ithacan for full coverage. 
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Candidates share ideas 
Finalist proposes solutions 
to workload and diversity 
BY EMILY LIU 
Staff Writer 
Thomas Annstrong, finalist 
for the position of Provost, 
called on his past experiences as 
a college administrator to address 
faculty workload and diversity, is-
sues raised by faculty and staff at 
an open forum Friday. 
Annstrong is currently special 
assistant to the president at 
Texas Wesleyan University. He 
visited the campus last Thursday 
and Friday. 
In response to faculty work-
load concerns, Armstrong said 
that developing a workable plan 
would require the understanding 
of differences among depart-
mental disciplines. 
"We also need to recognize 
that the teaching enterprise is not 
just what you do in the class-
room," Armstrong said. "In 
teaching there's also service to the 
school and community and labor 
intensive training." 
At Texas Wesleyan, Arm-
strong said he has had trouble deal-
ing with workload issues because 
of differences of opinion among 
administrators. He said from 
what he has seen at Ithaca College, 
there appears to be support from 
President Peggy R. Williams on 
dealing with the issue. , 
Armstrong said -the college 
must develop a more welcoming 
climate for diversity in order to 
recruit more faculty of color. 
"We haven't put tools in those 
who authorize the hiring," Arm-
strong said, explaining why 
many colleges have had trouble re-
cruiting minority faculty members. 
Nancy Pringle, vice presi-
dent in college counsel, said 
that Armstrong shared good 
ideas about diversity, an issue that 
she thinks leaders of the college 
must focus on. 
"I liked what he said about 
working with the community on 
the issue of diversity," Pringle 
said. "He has a good under-
standing of what the challenges 
are and would bring some new 
ideas to the table. His ideas are 
on the same wavelength with 
what the affirmative action office 
is trying to do." 
. Armstrong said he would 
love to teach while acting as 
Dean stresses cooperation 
among college's five schools 
BY BROOKE BENNETT 
Staff Writer 
Peter Bardaglio, a finalist for 
provost and vice president for 
academic affairs, told faculty 
and staff Monday his career as an 
educator and his experience as an 
administrator make him an ideal 
candidate for the position. 
Bardaglio, the second of four 
candidates to visit the campus, is 
the interim vice president and 
academic dean at Goucher Col-
lege in Baltimore. He met with 
college administrators and 
spoke with faculty, staff and stu-
dents as part of his visit Monday 
and Tuesday. 
A faculty member in Gouch-
er's history department since 
l 983, Bardaglio said his back-
ground in history has taught him 
to learn from the past while still 
looking to the future. 
"I learned how to be flexible, 
resourceful and resilient," he 
said of his time at Goucher. 
Bardaglio received bache-
lor's degrees in history and 
English from Brown University 
in 1975. He then got a master's 
degree and a Ph.D. in history 
from Stanford University. 
"There is important work to be 
done [at .Ithaca College]," 
Bardaglio said. "We don't have 
time for pretense and posturing." 
When asked what challenges 
he anticipates at the college, 
Bardaglio said "building a col-
lege" from the five schools, 
while difficult to accomplish, 
would improve the quality of the 
mstitut10n. He said both the lib-
eral arts disciplines and the pro-
fessional schools have much to 
learn from one another. 
Faculty workload and diver-
sity also need to be addressed, 
Bardaglio said. He praised the ef-
forts of former Provost Jim 
Malek for discussing faculty 
workload. 
Bardaglio said faculty mem-
bers at Goucher are required to 
teach three classes each semester, 
one- less than Ithaca faculty 
members are required to teach. 
Having taught for nearly 20 
KRISTIN SAMPIERE/THE ITHACAN 
THOMAS ARMSTRONG, special assistant to the president at 
Texas Wesleyan University, speaks Friday about his qualifications 
for the position of provost and vice president for academic affairs. 
provost if the opportunity arose. 
"In my professional career, 
there was one year that I didn't 
teach," Armstrong said. 
He has more than 27 years of 
history teaching experience and 
said he has taught in the early 
morning or at night to accommo-
date his administrative positions. 
"I've had a passion for 
teaching," he said. "It keeps me 
in touch with reality. Admmis-
trators can be isolated and forget 
who they serve." 
CORINNE JACOBY/THE ITHACAN 
PROVOST FINALIST PETER BARDAGLIO, academic dean at 
Goucher College, Md., speaks in the North Meeting Room Monday. 
years, he said he understands that 
advising, research and other re-
sponsibilities keep faculty bu~y. 
Bardagho said increasing 
student diversity at the college 
must begin by diversifying the 
faculty. 
Minority students will not be 
attracted to the college if minor-
1ty faculty members are scarce. 
More than anything, 
Bardagho said students should 
leave the college with more than 
JUSt the mformat1on they learn in 
the classroom. 
'"[ CollcgcJ 1s about learning 
how to be a hfe-lo:ig learner," he 
said. 
Ex-diplomat to criticize Iraq policy 
BY EMILY PAULSEN 
Staff Writer 
A former United Nations 
diplomat will speak about the ef-
fects of economic sanctions on Iraq 
and their relevance to the current 
war on terrorism today at 7 p.m. 
in Textor 101. 
Denis Halliday, former U.N. 
Humanitarian Coordinator in Iraq, 
will explain how 11 years of sanc-
tions have negatively impacted 
Iraqis. His speech is sponsored by 
Students for a Just Peace. 
In 1997, U.N. Secretary-Gen-
eral Kofi Annan appointed Halli-
day to the position, but he resigned 
after only one year. Halliday said 
he resigned because he opposed the 
sanctions, which contributed to the 
decay of society. 
"I resigned from the United Na-
tions ... to protest the impact of the 
embargo on the people of Iraq," he 
said. "I did not want to be com-
plicit in something that now con-
stitutes the famine and poor con-
ditions in Iraq." 
Halliday said that in addition to 
giving many public speeches, he 
has presented his view on the prob-
lems in Iraq to the U.S. Congress 
as well as parliaments in Canada, 
Australia, New Zealand and -sev-
eral European nations. 
His message is important be-
cause it provides a point of view 
not commonly found in news me-
dia, he said. 
"I think most people in this coun-
try know very little about what's 
happening in Iraq," he said. "This 
country is full of very good people, 
of generous people, who, if they un-
derstood better, would be a little hor-
rified at some of the things that go 
on in their name." 
Sophomore Eric Lieb, president 
of Students for a Just Peace, said 
Halliday was chosen to speak be-
cause his work in Iraq has given 
him extensive knowledge of the 
conditions. 
"I hope people will develop a 
better understanding of how our for-
eign policy affects other countries 
and the people in them," he said. 
A native of Ireland, Halliday 
graduated from Trinity College in 
Dublin, Ireland, and holds master's 
degrees in economics, geography 
and public administration. 
His 34-year career as a U.N. 
diplomat began in 1964 when he 
served as a junior professional of-
ficer on the United Nations Tech-
nical Assistance Board and Special 
Fund in Teheran, Iran, and has held 
several positions with the U.N. 
Halliday said he encourages 
people to come with questions for 
a discussion following the speech. 
He will also be speaking today 
in the class Making Sense of 
Sept. 11. 
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President builds for future 
BY JOE GERAGHTY 
Assistant News Editor 
Peggy R. Williams arrived at 
Ithaca College, fresh from seeing 
the completion of a major con-
struction project at Lyndon State 
College, where she served as pres-
ident for nme years. 
She began her tenure as Ithaca 
College's seventh president in a 
similar situation - surrounded by 
carthmovers and wrecking balls. 
With c,>nstruction underway on a 
music school addition, a new fitness 
center and a building to house the 
Center for Health Sciences, the 
campus looked like a war zone. 
And.Williams' first Job was to see 
the projects through to completion. 
"I thought, 'Oh my God, is this 
my legacy?"' she said. 
Two years later when the 
buildings opened, Williams found 
she had weathered her first task. 
Meanwhile, she moved for-
ward on several goals for her pres-
idency, tackling issues such as di-
versity, faculty workload and alco-
hol use. Now, halfway through her 
fifth year at the college, she believes 
she\ accomplished much of what 
she's set out to do, while pursuing 
plan:, for the future. 
Moving forward 
One of Williams' first priorities 
after coming to the college was de-
ciding how large the institution 
:,hould be in light of the downsiz-
ing process President Ementus 
James J. Whalen implemented in 
the early 1990s. 
The All-College Planning and Pri-
orities Committee worked for near-
ly three years on a comprehensive in-
stitutional plan approved last Feb-
ruary, which was designed to help 
drive budget priorities. 
GARRETI M. SMITH/THE ITHACAN 
PRESIDENT PEGGY R. WILLIAMS bids farewell to the Class of 2001 at Convocation last May. 
As part of the plan, Williams de-
cided to increase enrollment by 400 
students to capitalize on a national in-
crease in college attendance. 
Williams identified the School of 
Business and certain departments 
within the School of Humanities 
and Sciences as cost-effective 
programs where the college desired 
to grow in size and quality. 
"I think the single most important 
thing she's done is to embark the col-
lege on a self-evaluation and plan-
ning process," said Dean Robert Ull-
rich of the School of Business. "She 
has encouraged the school to grow. 
She has always been willing to put 
forth the resources to do that." 
At the same time, Williams has 
been pushing for a more diverse en-
vironment. She establtshed the 
Center for the Study of Culture, 
Race and Ethmcity ..1.nd encouraged 
an increase m mmonty enroll-
ment. Dunng her tenure, minority 
.. 
enrollment has increased from 7 .3 
to an all-time high of 8.1 percent in 
Fall 2000. The number currently 
stands at 7.8 percent. 
"Whatever it is, it's never good 
enough," she said. "Rural commu-
nities have challenges. That's not an 
excuse, it's a reality. We need to keep 
working at it." 
Coming to the college, Williams 
knew the primary complaint of full-
time faculty members was their 
workload of four, three-credit 
courses each semester in addition to 
research and committee work. 
While no definite solution has 
been reached, she has commis-
sioned two studies to evaluate 
workload. In addition, the Center for 
Faculty Research and Develop-
ment, which provides release time 
from teaching loads for research ac-
tivities, was established in 2000. 
Williams said she would like to 
av01d what she calls a "cookie-cut-
ter" approach, that is, applying uni-
FILE PHOTOfrHE ITHACAN 
JOHN B. OBLAK, right, former vice president for student affairs and 
campus life, and President Peggy R. WIiiiams meet with students at 
a reception during Williams' first month at the college. 
fonn workload standards to depart-
ments with vastly different goals. 
Meanwhile, faculty have ex-
pressed hopes that Williams and the 
board of trustees will focus their en-
ergies on a swift resolution. 
'T d like to see more attention 
given to faculty loads, moving to-
ward 21 credits [a year]," Dean 
Arthur Ostrander of the School of 
Music said. "It's a tough nut to 
crack, but that's one I'd Ii kc to see 
taken on in a very active way." 
Williams has also emphasized 
volunteerism, ·starting the annual Cel-
ebration of Service, which has been 
a stimulus for student involvement 
in volunteer activities. 
Recently Williams appointed 
Deborah Mohlenhoff as the first co-
ordinator of community service 
and leadership development. 
"[Willtams] was huge on com-
munity service right from when she 
first got here," Student Body Pres-
ident Jayson Pope said. "That's only 
grown over the years and spread 
more and more to students." 
Controversial issues 
However, not all decisions 
Williams has made have been pop-
ular with the student body. 
Her push to lessen the culture of 
alcohol use among students began 
after she received a "wake-up 
call" when a study found that Itha-
ca College alcohol use was 15 per-
cent above the national average. 
During the 1999-2000 academ-
ic year, Williams moved the tradi-
tional Dillingham Fountain jump 
from the last day of classes to Se-
nior Week to prevent the wide-
spread binge drinking, injuries 
and vandalism that characterized 
the event. The change met much 
criticism from the student body. 
Then, beginning this fall, 
Williams implemented a new alco-
hol policy that strictly enforces un-
derage drinking laws on campus. She 
has also approved a full-time coor-
dinator of health promotion and sub-
stance abuse prevention programs. 
"[Alcohol use] appears to be a 
rite of passage," she said. "I don't 
know how much we can do away 
with that. We just try to make it less 
important. It can't be our job to help 
people break the law." 
Another disagreement with 
students came to a head last win-
ter when the Young Democratic So-
cialists demanded the college can-
cel its contract with food service 
provider Sodexho Marriott, whose 
parent company owned stock in pri-
vate pnson companies. 
The protests reached their cit-
max when seven students occupied 
the Office of Admission for 34 
hours in December. 
"Ultimatums, to me, are not the 
way the world works," she said. 
Williams did meet with the stu-
dents and worked out a plan to 
study the issue before deciding she 
would retain the contract March 19. 
"I think our decision was the 
right one," she said. "It took a lot 
of our time last year. I hope we 
learned how to have a conversation, 
but I don't know." 
Residential overcrowding due to 
overenrollment has also been a re-
cent concern. The college estimates 
this fall that it has already surpassed 
its goal of 5,750 full-time under-
graduate students enrolled at the 
college in a year. 
Her leadership style 
Williams explained there are 
two types of leaders: those who try 
to manage every minute detail of an 
operation and those who trust others 
to carry out specific responsibilities. 
THE PRESIDENTS 
W. Grant Egbert 
1892-1924 
George C. Williams 
1924-1932 
Leonard B. Job 
1932-1957 
Howard I. Dillingham 
1957-1970 . 
Ellis L. Phillips Jr. 
1970-1975 
James J. Whalen 
1975-1997 
Peggy R. Williams 
1997-
WILLIAMS' BIO 
Hometown: Montreal 
Family: Husband, David 
Residence: Ithaca 
Education: 
• Bachelor of arts in psychol-
ogy, St. Michael's College of 
the University of Toronto. 
• Master of education from 
the University of Vermont. 
• Doctorate in administration, 
planning and social policy 
from Harvard University. 
Employment: 
• Social worker for the Medical 
Center Hospital of Vermont. 
• Associate academic dean, 
chair of the business and 
economics department and 
associate professor at 
Trinity College. 
• Various positions within 
the Vermont state college 
system. 
• President at Lyndon State 
College. 
"[I'm] like an orchestra leader, 
rather than someone who dictates and 
tells everyone to march," she said. 
"The best decisions are made [with] 
the widest possible involvement." 
The administrators who work di-
rectly under Williams agree that her 
style has been effective. 
"My job requires me to deal with 
major crises," said Brian McAree, 
vice president for student affatrs and 
campus life. ''I've found her to be 
incredibly supportive m those sit-
uations. She approaches them like 
a team player and pitches right m." 
What lies ahead 
Williams said she looks to the past 
fix lessons to learn, but her main fo-
cus remains on what hes ahead. 
"I know I've made mistakes, but 
I don't dwell on that," she said. "No 
matter how good we are at anythmg, 
we can probably always be better." 
To that end, Williams has returned 
to improving the physical campus, 
despite the fact that it will mean con-
struction again. The campus master 
plan, due to be presented to the board 
of trustees in February, lays out the 
next 20 years for the college's 
physical development. 
· Still, she said the campus 
grounds should only provide the 
means for students growth - the 
goal of any educational institution. 
"To me, the institution [should 
be] seen as intellectually lively and 
provide students with a number of 
other dimensions to their develop-
ment as human beings," she said. 
"What's important is what goes on 
inside these buildings, not the 
buildings themselves." 
News Editor Ellen R. Stapleton 
and Staff Writer Mike Henry co11-
tributed to this report. 
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Aug. 28, 1996 - President 
-James J. Whalen announces his 
decision to retire at the end of• 
the 199tH 997 academic year. 
April 10, 1997 - The 
board of trustees 
appoints Williams as the 
college's seventh presi-
dent. She is the first 
woman to fill the post. 
March 27, 1998 ~ The first' 
Day of Service, an aU-parn- · 
pus volunteer effortt is held. 
Fountain- Day on the la~ day 
of classes in the spring 
semester to Senior Week. 
the,de<,ision, which sparks· 
Y8arl1.mg controversy ~mong 
students. js an attempt to 
end binge ·drlnldng;.vandal-
ism and mjuries on the day. 
February 2001 ~ The board of trtiste«; 
approves the llhf198 College institutional 
plan, a document that Will guide budget 
ptanning in the future. The nine priorities of 
the plan are: academit:: program develop~ 
ment, diversity, enrollment, experiential 
and perforrnrutce-based teaming, facUitloo~ 
quality of student flf&, quafdy of work: ~ife, 
resource deve!opment and technology. 
Apn12001 -Williams 
approv~s the work Qt . 
ffie Task F'orce on 
.Afcohol and Other 
Drugs and its nine-
point plan, which tfght~ 
ens the college's 
alcohol policy. 
I 
March 3, 1997 - Peggy 
A. Williams, president of 
Lyndon State College in 
Lyndonville, Vt., ·visits 
the college as the first 
candidate in the presi-
dential search. 
Aug. 25, 1997 -
Williams delivers her 
first Convocation 
address to the Class 
of 2001. 
July 1997 - Williams 
begins the job after she and 
her husband, David, move to 
1 Fountain Place in Ithaca, 
the p_resident's residence. 
Aug. 24, t9&8- · 
Williams greet$ 
freshmen at the 
first IC Community 
Picnic following 
Convocation. 
February 1999-The 
CenterforCulture, · 
Aace and Ethnicity is 
approved In the budget. 
I 
I 
March 28, 1998-The 
inavgural ceremony for 
Williams takes place. 
September 1998 -
Willtams forms the 
Task Force on Alcohol 
and Other Drug 
Abuse Prevention, 
April 28, 29('Ml~ Wearing T~shirts 
reading, "You can't take away our 
Fountain Oay: hundreds of 
seniors gather in front of Job Hall. 
At 4p.m., seniors celebrate the 
la$ldaf<ifdaases ina drained 
Dillingham Fountain. 
I 
Oct. 3, ~ 999- Ribbon~ 
cutting ceremonies for the 
$17 .2 million James J. 
Whaten Center for Mvsic. 
March 19~ 2001 ~ 
WiUiams decides to retain 
the college's contract with 
Sodexho Marriott Servlces. 
I 
Spring 2001 - The col-
lege receives a record· 
high 11, 144 applications 
from prospective students. 
February 2001-The boaro ot 
trustees approves funds for a fuJI.tirne 
coordinator of health promotiOn and 
substance abuse prevention pro- • 
giams and a part-time coordinator of 
lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgen-
der education, outreach and services. 
Sept. 20, 1997 - Williams 
speaks at the first Unity 
Relays sponsored by the 
Office of Multicultural Affairs. 
Aug. 24, 1999 ~ Ribbon· 
cutting ceremonies for the 
$6 mlllion Fitness Center 
and the$14.5 million 
Center for Health Sciences. 
Dec. 5-6, 2000- Six students stage a 34-hour 
siHnat the Office of Admission demanding the 
college break its contract with Sodexho Marriott 
Services, whose parent company holds stock in 
the private prison company Corrections 
Coiporation of America. A secondary Sit-in aroo 
takes place in Alumni Hall. In order to end the 
slt·in, the administration agrees to-researoh the 
issue and reach a decision by March 19. 
Oct. 4, 2001 -A third year of 
overenrollment results in total 
headcount enrollment hitting 
an all-time high of 6,483. 
TEXTBOOK 
BUYBACK 
ROGAN'S CORNER 
PARKING LOT 
Sun., Dec. 16 1 to 5 p.m. 
Mon., Dec. 17 to Fri., Dec. 21 
10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. 
NEXUS BOOKS 
OVER 10 YEARS AS ITHACA'S HOME-
GROWN ALTERNATIVE BUYBACK. 
BUYING THE WIDEST RANGE OF TITLES, 
OFTEN BUYING BOOKS THAT THE CAMPUS 
STORE CANNOT TAKE . 
(NOT AFFILIATED WITH THE CAMPUS 
STORE). 
LOOK FOR THE BIG GREY TENT. 
16th Annual 
11~1wo1k 
'. nights Register now to 
CONNECf WITH YOUR CAREER } 
{ • • • 
0 ~ e j~~~~.9, ~~~~!. ~~~k! • ·· · • •  
Network with IC alumni in major job markets! 
Meet graduates working in your area of interest ~· •• •:, 
6et career advice from experienced professionals 
n 
~ 6ain influential contacts who know your qualifications 
" 
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PHILADELPHIA 
Monday,hnuuy",l:00-9:00p.m.,ExKDtiwllffimoffll1MJlfflffillllOIIRtSOU!m, 
1818 Marttt 5tmt (19th floor), Pbilldtlpbia, Pnwylvuil 
ROCHESTER 
Monday, J111u1ry I\, 6:00-8:00 p.m., 5tntbllla Dotti, 5SOustAffllllt, Roditstrr, Hrw York 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 
Tcesday, J1nu1ry 15, l:00-9:00 p.m.,11111 of5tms,"' llorthupitDl5tmtHW, Washin9tan, D.t 
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Students f orni __ _ 
r , ' 
" ' ., .. 
·-. ---·-- - -·--·--~·------··-·------- ... 
o·emOCrat club 
BY MICHELLE THEIS 
Staff Writer _______ _ 
The newly formed Ithaca Col-
lege Democrats will bring City of 
Ithaca Mayor Alan Cohen to 
speak tc.mght as part of its effort 
to prov 1de a more moderate po-
litical voice on campus. 
Sophomore David Donovan, 
vice president of ICD, said 
there has not been an organiza-
tior. for Democrats at the college 
since the 1996 elections. 
Currently, the most active 
political organizations at the 
college are the Ithaca College 
Republicans and the Young De-
mocratic Socialists. 
. "YDS and ICR have ideologies 
that arc too far apart to debate," 
Donovan said. "This kind of debate 
is not beneficial. ICD will provide 
a counterpoint to YDS and ICR that 
will create intelligent debate." 
ICD was formally recognized 
by the Office of Campus Center 
and Activities in November. The 
group's main goal for this year is 
to promote activism in local gov-
ernment, said sophomore Joy 
Langley, ICD president. 
Though most students only 
live in Ithaca part of the year, they 
should still be interested and in-
volved in local issues, especially 
those that will affect them, Lang-
ley said. 
To encourage student interest, 
ICD has organized the Local Is-
sues Series, a series of speakers 
who will address issues pertinent 
to the Ithaca community. 
Cohen, a Democrat, will give 
the series' inaugural speech today 
at 8 p.m. in the North Meeting 
Room, Campus Center. 
The speech will concentrate on 
commercial development, focus-
ing primarily on the future Target 
shopping center and Cayuga 
Green project that the City of Itha-
ca has been discussing for years. 
Donovan said this issue 
should be important to students. 
":ithaca doesn't have what stu-
dents need, and traveling to 
Syracuse to shop is inconve-
nient," he said. 
Langley said students should 
participate in discussions of de-
velopment in Ithaca. 
"As consumers and students, 
we should have a say," she said. 
But activism is only part of 
ICD's vision for the campus. 
Awareness, Langley said, must 
come first. 
"Most students don't even re-
alize there is a division between 
the City of Ithaca and the Town of 
Ithaca," she said. 
Langley said such basic infor-
mation needs to be brought to stu-
dents' attention in order for them 
to be politically informed. 
As part of this informational 
push, ICD is planning debates with 
ICR and YDS that Donovan be- . 
lieves will benefit students. 
ICD's future goals include ac-
tive involvement in the YMCA-
sponsored Youth in Govern-
ment Day, voter registration dri-
ves and continued sponsorship of 
on-campus speakers. 
RYAN CLEMENT/THE ITHACAN 
HOLIDAY SHOPPERS check out dogs at a pet adoption center run by the Tompkins founty 
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, Saturday in The Commons. 
Students propose parking solution 
BY KELLI 8. GRANT 
Staff Writer 
Suggestions to improve the 
parking situation from Student 
Government Association repre-
sentatives have members of the 
Parking Policy Committee sitting 
up and taking notice. 
Junior Michael Yager and 
sophomore Laurie Reitsema, the 
SGA representatives to the Parking 
Policy Committee, have spent the 
semester creating their own plan. 
During the past two weeks, they 
have been presenting aspects of 
their plan to the committee. 
Under the plan, lots near the cen-
ter of campus would be reserved for 
upperclassmen, Yager said. Fresh-
men would be limited to parking ar-
eas on outer reaches of campus. 
"We'd be giving the upper-
classmen the seniority they de-
serve," Yager said. 
Reitsema said prices for park-
ing permits could go as high as 
$150 for freshmen. 
"We're probably raising prices all 
over the place," Reitsema said. "It 
allows people to decide for them-
selves whether to bring a car." 
Reitsema said the plan in-
cludes other efforts to discourage 
freshmen from bringing cars to 
campus, including letters sent to 
parents of incoming students. 
Yager said he and Reitsema 
have spoken to student organiza-
tions across campus for input. He 
said they hope to eventually have 
SGA endorse the plan. 
Campus Safety Director 
Robert Holt, a member of the Park-
ing Policy Committee, said he was 
impressed by the plan. 
"[Yager] has some great ideas, 
and it's a very comprehensive 
plan," Holt said. He said the com-
mittee is still in the early stages of 
reviewing the students' plan. 
6et lleady ¥or . • • 
The lilI-ean1pu:> 
Winter ~emi-f ormnl 
Yriday. Yebruary 15. 2002 
:Emerson ~uites 
Don't forget to bring your favorite 
Dress or ~uit eoat 
back from winter break! 
! I! I • [, 
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Campus Safety Log 
1 
.-d 
nc1 ents Nov. 30 to Dec. 3 
Nov.30 
• Criminal mischief 
Location: Landon Hall 
Summary: Report of damage to a college 
chair. Patrol Officer Nathan Humble. 
• Medical assist 
Location: Boothroyd Hall 
Summary: Caller reported that a subject 
sustained an ankle injury walking down the 
stairs. Subject transported to the Health 
Center. Patrol Officer Fred Thomas. 
• Criminal mischief 
Location: Emerson Hall 
Summary: Caller reported damage to a 
door hinge. Patrol Officer Dirk Hightchew. 
• Criminal mischief 
Location: Landon Hall 
Summary: Report that a college chair had 
been broken. Patrol Officer Dirk Hightchew. 
• Property 
Location: Ea'stman Hall 
Summary: Student Auxiliary Safety Patrol 
found a keg in the bathroom. Ownership 
unknown. Patrol Officer Dirk Hightchew. 
• Conduct code violation 
Location: Terrace 6 
Summary: Caller requested assistance for 
intoxicated subject. Subject judicially 
referred and transported by ambulance to 
CMG. Patrol Officer Bruce Holmstock. 
Dec.1 
• Conduct code violation 
Location: Boothroyd Hall 
Summary: One subject judicially referred 
for underage possession of alcohol. 
Security Officer Donald Lyke. 
• Criminal mischief 
Location: East Tower 
Summary: Officer reported damage to exit 
sign. Patrol Officer Nathan Humble. 
• Larceny 
Location: West Tower 
Summary: Caller reported exit sign missing. 
Patrol Officer Nathan Humble. 
• Conduct code violation 
Location: Garden Apartment 27 
Summary: One subject Judicially referred 
for public urination. Patrol Officer Erik Merlin. 
• Criminal mischief 
Location: Terrace 12 
Summary: Caller reported that a soap dis-
penser had been damaged. 
Patrol Officer Bruce Holmstock. 
• Conduct code violation 
Location: Holmes Hall 
Summary: Two subjects Judicially referred 
for underage possession of alcohol. 
Security Officer Donald Lyke. 
• Conduct code violation 
Location: U-lot 
Summary: During a vehicle stop, officer 
observed passenger with an open contain-
er of alcohol. One student judicially referred 
for underage possession of alcohol. 
Patrol Officer Erik Merlin. 
• Conduct code violation 
Location: Emerson Hall 
Summary: One student judicially referred 
for underage possession of alcohol. 
Patrol Officer Nathan Humble. 
• Property 
Location: West Tower 
Summary: Officer found a discarded com-
puter keyboard inside computer room. Item 
brought to Campus Safety. 
• Criminal mischief 
Location: Hilliard Hall 
Summary: Caller reported shower curtain 
rods had been pulled down from wall by 
unknown subjects. 
Patrol Officer Erik Merlin. 
• Conduct code violation 
Location: Garden Apartment Road 
Summary: One subject judicially referred 
for underage possession of alcohol. Patrol 
Officer Bruce Holmstock. 
• Unlawful possession of marijuana 
Location: Bogart Hall 
Summary: Officer detected the odor of mar-
ijuana coming from a room while warning 
the residents for noise. One student judi-
cially referred for possession of marijuana. 
Patrol Officer Erik Merlin. 
• Graffiti 
Location: Terrace 12 
Summary: Caller reported a bias-related 
homophobic remark written on dry erase 
board by unknown subjects. 
Patrol Officer Erik Merlin. 
• Conduct code violation 
Location: Holmes Hall 
Summary: Caller reported finding an intoxi-
cated subject in room when attempting to 
warn the resident for noise. Ambulance 
transported subject to CMG. One subject 
Judicially referred. 
Patrol Officer Nathan Humble. 
• Property 
Location: Center for Health Sciences 
Summary: Two keys found in the graduate 
assistant computer lab were turned in to 
Campus Safety. 
• Criminal mischief 
Location: S-lot 
Summary: Report that a vehicle antenna 
had been broken by unknown subjects 
sometime after 1 O p.m. Nov. 30. 
Patrol Officer John Federation. 
• Suspicious circumstance 
Location: 2-lot 
Summary: Caller reported a scratch on 
vehicle driver's side door caused by 
unknown subject orcircumstances. 
Patrol Officer Terry O'Pray. 
• Criminal mischief 
Location: L-lot 
Summary: Report that a vehicle antenna 
had been bent in half. Sgt. Ronald Hart. 
•Criminal mischief 
Location: A-lot 
Summary: Caller reported three scratches 
on vehicle hood. Sgt. Ronald Hart. 
Dec.2 
• Medical assist 
Location: Tallcott Hall 
Summary: Report that a subject had 
slipped and fallen down in the bathroom. 
Subject was transported to the Health 
Center and then to CMG for further evalua-
tidn. Patrol Officer Fred Thomas. 
• False report 
Location: Terrace 9 
Summary: Fire alarm caused by unknown 
subjects activating a pull box. IFD respond-
ed, area checked, and a system reset was 
ordered. Patrol Officer Fred Thomas. 
• Property 
Location: Main Campus Road 
Summary: Officer found a keg in the middle 
of the road. Ownership unknown. Keg 
brought to Campus Safety. 
.• Attempted larceny 
Location: Campus Center Quad 
Summary: Caller reported three sets of 
keys had been taken out of vehicles by 
unknown subjects. Keys were later recov-
ered. Patrol Officer Dirk Hightchew. 
Graffiti 
• Location: Campus Center 
Summary: Caller reported graffiti on the 
wall. Patrol Officer John Federation. 
• Criminal mischief 
Location: Emerson Hall 
Summary: Caller reported the glass from 
the window of a display case had been bro-
ken. Sgt. Ronald Hart. 
• Assist other agency 
Location: Cornell University Public Safety 
Summary: Cornell police reported they had 
arrested an Ithaca College student at a 
concert for resisting arrest and other crimi-
nal charges. lnyestigator Laura Durling. 
Dec.3 
• Unlawful possession of marijuana 
Location: Eastman Hall 
Summary: Caller reported odor of marijua-
na coming from student's room. No answer 
at door and bucning odor detected. Two stu-
dents judicially referred for possession of 
marijuana. Patrol Officer Fred Thomas. 
• Conduct code violation 
Location: West Tower 
Summary: Caller reported that room occu-
pants were creating a mess by dumping an 
unknown liquid out the window and into the 
. caller's room below. One student judicially 
referred. Patrol Officer Erik Merlin. 
• Graffiti 
Location: Campus Center 
Summary: Caller reported graffiti written on 
the walls. Patrol Officer Nathan Humble. 
• Medical assist 
Location: Center for Health Sciences 
Summary: Caller reported that a subject 
had passed out. Subject was transported to 
the Health Center. Sgt. Steve Yaple. 
• Possible conduct code violation 
Location: Landon Hall 
Summary: Report of subject selling beer 
from residence hall room. Investigation to 
continue. Patrol Officer Nathan Humble. 
• Aggravated harassment 
Location: Terrace 10 
Summary: Caller reported receiving annoy-
ing phone calls by unknown subjects. 
Patrol Officer Fred Thomas. 
• Suspicious circumstance 
Location: Unknown 
Summary: Caller reported receiving a 
fraudulent parking ticket. 
Patrol Officer Bruce Holmstock. 
• Leaving the scene of MVA 
Location: Y-lot 
Summary: Caller reported that a vehicle 
had been struck by an unknown vehicle, 
which then left the scene. 
Patrol Officer Bruce Holmstock. 
• Aggravated harassment 
Location: East Tower 
Summary: Caller reported receiving threat-
ening e-mails from unknown subjects. 
Patrol Officer Fred Thomas. 
KEY 
ABC -Alcohol Beverage Control Law 
CMG - Cayuga Medical Center 
DWI - Driving While Intoxicated 
IFD - Ithaca Fire Department 
IPD - Ithaca Police Department 
MVA- Motor Vehicle Accident 
RA - Resident Assistant 
TCSD - Tompkins County Sheriff's 
Department 
V& T - Vehicle and Traffic Violation 
Feel free to bug us. 
Call News Editors 
Ellen R. Stapleton 
and Joe Geraghty 
with important news tips 
at 27 4-3207. 
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Editorials 
Students rally for MLK 
Ne·<t semester the first day of classes falls on the same day this na-
tion cdebrates one man who had a dream that brought the country much 
closer to the reahzat1on of its ideals. Many schools, colleges, univer-
sitir,s and institutions take Martin Luther King Jr, Day off in recogni-
tion of the struggle for civil rights, but Ithaca College does not. This 
year, students will host a full day of activities as an alternative to class-
e~ in order to encourage the college to create more programming rec-
ognizing the importance of the day. 
The African-Latino Society, the primary organizer of events, is en-
couraging students to skip classes that day. The administration, ever 
wary of any disruption m this carefully controlled environment, has 
focused its response to the planned class boycott on the consequences 
of having the day off every year, something the organizers explicitly 
stated is not one of their goals. Instead, administrators should follow 
the students' example and imtiate similar programs themselves. 
King valued education and its place in society, and the activities 
planned for the day exemplify his emphasis on learning. Students who 
go will be increasing their knowledge of their world. All students should 
participate m the programs, regardless of whether they do so in con-
JUnct1on with classes, and those who do skip should respect the deci-
sions of those who do not. 
The organizers of this event should be commended for their coor-
dinated and productive protest that goes beyond merely voicing their 
dissatisfaction. Their two-pronged agenda aims to celebrate the his-
tory of the day and broaden the discussion to current issues. They have 
created a program that endeavors to address important minority issues 
often ignored cir treated superficially. Their purpose is not extreme or 
unreasonable, but pushes for a deeper intellectual examination of the 
topics related to Martin Luther Kmg Jr, Day. 
Ideally, the participation in activities will have enough impact to 
break through the administrative bubble and effect constructive and 
positive change, These types of student-driven events are the kind of 
stimulus this campus needs to propel 1t forward in the neverending quest 
for knowledge and understanding. 
Stretching the limits 
It's a done deal. 
The College Circle Apartments will be part of on-campus housing 
beginning in the fall of 2002, adding 324 beds to relieve the over-
crowding m existing residence halls. 
Few options for expanding housing existed, so the college has cho-
sen its only feasible alternative. Ithaca College promotes itself as a res-
idential institution, and increasing on-campus housing purportedly up-
holds the goal of creating a close-knit community. The college has made 
a stretch, however, in Its inclusion of the Circles. Those apartments 
sit well outside the core of campus - 1t 1s a 15-minute walk from there 
to the upper edge of the Terraces. 
For this reason and others, many students did not approve of this 
housing option, but the admimstrat1on never asked for input from any 
students except the Campus Life committee of SGA and the Congress. 
Student thoughts should have been sought m a more aggressive man-
ner, especially regarding an issue that greatly shapes the individual col-
lege experience. 
Now that the decision is made, however, administrators must not re-
peat their mistakes. The process of converting the Circles into on-cam-
pus housing must include serious, significant consideration and incor-
porat10n of student concerns. Issues that need to be addre~sed include 
making the long walk ~afe m the !>now and ice, as well as in the dark, 
easing access to dinmg halls and creating typical residential features like 
common areas. The cost, already s,11d to be greater than the current Cir-
cle rate, must be held down to be comparable to other campus rates. 
A residential community cannot be built in isolation. Residents of 
the Circles should not feel like outsiders - the college needs to bridge 
the gulf between those apartments and the current campus in order to 
maintain its mission as a re~1dential college. Students are the people 
who live there now and will live there in the future. They know best 
what needs to be done to successfully incorporate the Circles into the 
campus - administrators need to heed their advice. 
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p1n1on 
Death not morally just 
Hopefully David Shanske can 
give us morality lessons. As a 
member of the "irrational and un-
intelligent" at Ithaca College, I find 
it hard to morally justify massive 
military retaliation that has left 851 
Palestinian men, women and chil-
dren dead, That any death has oc-
curred is a blow to our common hu-
manity, but I 97 Israeli deaths since 
September 2000 suggests not a 
moral high ground, but a military 
one and the holocaust of a people, 
As someone who deplores vio-
lence anywhere in the world 
against anyone of any color for any 
reason, I grieve for each death. How 
can massive death, the carving up 
of the West Bank and the Gaza Strip 
with illegal Jewish settlements, 
the terrorizing of the Palestinian 
people with a siege of their terri-
tory lasting 189 days and resulting 
in over 50 percent unemployment, 
all be the result of some morally 
justified position? Nothing moral 
can result in death, oppression and 
m1sefy. I hold morality m higher es-
teem than that. I oppose Israeli ag-
gressmn for the same reason I op-
pose American aggression. Nona-
tion has.the right to depnve any in-
dividual of their ba!>iC human 
rights to life and liberty. No nation 
that does so -occupie!> any moral 
high ground for any reason. 
What makes the Israelis more in-
nocent than the Palestm1ans'! 
What makes an Israeli death more 
devastating than a Palestinian 
death? What makes the Israeli "ba-
sis" for action any more justifiable 
than the Palestinian? Perhaps Mr. 
Shanske can teach us his morality 
that secs Israel as .JUSt. 
RICHARD DUNKS '02 
Change comes slowly 
The last two Spice Rack 
columns have done nothing but baf-
fle my mind. Does Kristen Racki 
actually read what· she writes? 
First she spoke of Cortaca Jug as 
some unifying event where, "The 
gay kids and the straight kids 
stopped trading bias-related in-
sults," I've been on this campus for 
four years, and I'm not sure I've 
Letters 
ever seen a gay kid trade a bias-re~ 
lated insult with a straight kid. And 
I wonder how Ms. Racki could tell 
the difference between the gay kids 
and the straight kids? 
Today I read about how upset she 
is that "A Day Without Art" only 
honored artists afflicted with HIV 
and AIDS. Does she really believe 
that? I am sure that everybody who 
knew and understood why the Tex-
tor Ball was covered wasn't just 
thinking about artists with AIDS, but 
about anybody with AIDS. To first 
applaud the campus for what it does 
for AIDS - "planting daffodils, 
bringing pieces of the AIDS quilt to 
school and hosting the Living With 
AIDS panel" - and then criticize 
it for not doing enough to represent 
all people with AIDS is n"othing but 
doublethink, 
I think Ms. Racki is missmg an 
important part of the process, 
which is that it takes small steps. 
If 1t were as easy as having a foot-
ball game once a year or covering 
up the Textor Ball for a day, our col-
lege community, and the world, 
would probably be a much safer 
place. But it tsn 't that easy, so I 
plead to Ms. Racki to look at the 
bigger picture and stop thinking of 
herself as Just an individual with a 
column to wnte. 
PHILIP RAFFERTY '02 
Honor all AIDS victims 
The AIDS Working Group 
wants to echo Kristen Rackl's 
concern in, "Tarp hides scope of 
AIDS epidemic" (The Ithacan, 
Dec. 6) that Ithaca College students 
should reflect more on how AIDS 
affects their lives. Kristen is correct 
in that AIDS affects more than just 
aitists. The article's title was a beau-
tiful expression of this reality. The 
Day Without Art dis-play, in which 
we covered the Textor Ball, was a 
powerful medium to bring this mes-
sage t,o the campus, By covering 
works of art on this one day, in a 
visual way, we recognize all of the 
wondrous artistic potential that is 
lost due to this disease. However, 
this is only one segment of the pop-
ulation. Now imagine the lost po-
tential when you think about all the 
people of every profession who 
have died as well. While Kristen 
felt that our endeavor singled out 
one profession and neglected oth-
ers, we feel our project affirmed 
their importance. 
We would like to clarify that we 
do pass out condoms and pamphlets 
on World AIDS Day. Additionally, 
we are the same people who orga-
nized the daffodil planting and the 
Living with AIDS Panel and the 
AIDS Quilt display, the same peo-
ple who also covered the Textor Ball. 
This was one project, among 
many, that we use to facilitate dis-
cussion awareness on AIDS, We are 
one small group made up of stu-
dents, faculty and staff members, so 
some projects simply may not be 
possible. While Kristen's sugges-
tions are good, we cannot do them 
all with our few numbers. We invite 
Kristen, and other members of the 
Ithaca College community, to assist 
us with our efforts. Please visit our 
Web page www.ithaca.edu/aids to 
learn how. 
THE AIDS WORKING GROUP 
OF ITHACA COLLEGE 
Let your 
\bice 
be heard! 
Sound off on 
The lthacan's 
Opinion 
page! 
Send a letter 
The Ithacan welcomes correlpon-
dence from all readers. P/ea.1e 
include yo11r nw1u:, phone 1111111be1; 
year of graduation and/or your 
orga111:za1io11a/ or college 1i1/el posi, 
1io11. Leuers mu.11 be 250 words or 
less and sig11ed. The Ithacan 
reserves the right lo edit fellers for 
length, clarity and taste. 
Drop your letters off at 269 Roy H _ Park Hall or e-mail them to ithacan@ithaca.edu. 
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Ousting of Saddam 
on American agenda 
A major shift is occurring in U.S. policy 
on Iraq. It is obvious Washington wants to 
end 11 years of a self-serving policy of 
containment of the Iraqi regime and change 
to a policy of replacing, by force, Saddam 
Hussein and his government. 
DENIS 
HALLIDAY 
Guest Writer 
The current economic 
sanctions have destroyed 
society in Iraq and 
caused the death of 
thousands. There is 
evidence in daily reports 
from reputable 
organizations like 
Caritas and UNICEF. A 
change to a policy of 
replacement by force 
will increase that 
suffering. 
The policymakers 
must no longer assume 
. they can satisfy voters 
by expressing contempt for those who oppose 
them. The United Kingdom and the United· 
States, as permanent members of the Security 
Council, are fully aware that the embargo 
operates in breach of the U.N. covenants on 
human rights, the Geneva and Hague 
conventions and other international laws. 
The United Kingdom and the United 
States have deliberately pursued a policy of 
punishment since the Gulf War. The two 
governments have consistently opposed 
allowing the Security Council to carry out its 
mandated responsibilities to assess the impact 
of sanctions policies on civilians. The pitiful 
annual limits of less than $170 per person for 
humanitarian supplies, set by them during the 
first three years of the oil-for-food program, 
are unarguable evidence of such a policy. 
COURTESY OF KRTCAMPUS.COM 
BRITISH PRIME MINISTER Tony Blair, left, listens to President George W. Bush as they 
address the media after a meeting at the White House Nov. 7. 
improvement for civilians is really an attempt 
to maintain the existing sanctions policy: no 
foreign investments and no rights for the Iraqis 
to manage their own oil revenues. 
global community to ignore. What is now 
most urgently needed is an attack on 
injustice, not on the Iraqi people. 
The expectation of a U.S. attack on Iraq 
does not create conditions in the Security 
Council suited to discussions on the future of 
economic sanctions. This year's UK.-
sponsored proposal for "smart sanctions" will 
not be tabled again. Too many people realize 
that what looked superficially like an 
British and U.S. intelligence agencies 
know well that Iraq is qualitatively disarmed, 
and they have not forgotten that the outgoing 
Secretary of Defense William Cohen said in 
January, "Iraq no longer poses a military 
threat to its neighbors." 
The implications of "finishing unfinished 
business" in Iraq are too serious for the 
This is an edited version of an article that 
originally appeared in "The Guardian." 
Denis Halliday was the U.N. humanitarian 
coordinator for lraqfrom 199710 /998. 
A commentary appears in this space each 
week i,z co,zjunction with the course 
Making Sense of Sept. II. 
Debates and commentaries will appear in this spot each week. To contribute, please call Opinion Editor Megan Tetrick at 274-3208. 
The WaYi 5 ~ ee It 
Names for "Natives" 
correct old misnomers 
"There's been a lot of talk 
lately surround mg the issue of 
what we as Native People want 
to be called, here's what we 
came up with - FirstNations-
AborigiNativeindigenousAme-
KELLY 
KEEMER 
ncalndian 
-Original-
peoples." 
This was a 
clip taken 
from the 
Toronto-
based tele-
vision show 
"Buffalo 
Tracks," a 
late night 
comedy 
show with a Guest Writer Native 
twist. The show's producer 
Gary Farmer, a member of the 
Cayuga Nation, visited Ithaca 
College a few weeks ago. 
There is really no correct 
name that can be used to 
generalize all Native Americans. 
Each tribe is .so different that it is 
impossible to place them into one 
category. I am a member of-the 
Seneca N"ation, otherwise known 
as Onondowaga - "People of 
the Great Hill." There are over 
500 recognized nations native to 
North America. Each one 
comprises traditions, beliefs and 
a language that make them 
unique. Ideally, each nation 
would like to be called by the 
names that were given to them.by 
the C,e,1tor. 
Let's take a look at the three 
names most commonly used -
Indian, American Indian and 
Native American. The word 
Indian is defined as "a native 
inhabitant of the subcontinent of 
India or of the East Indies." This 
clearly does not define the Native 
people of North America. The 
term American Indian denotes 
that we are American. Yes, we 
live in America, but many of the 
Native.tribes are sovereign 
nations, even to this day. 
Christopher Columbus gave the 
term to us when he arrived in 
America and mistakenly. thought 
he was in India. 
The term Native American 
identifies a person who is native to 
America. For me, it means that 
one's ancestors are native to this 
land. However, some may say that 
anyone can be native to America if 
he was born here, although not 
everyone can claim to be 
MELISSA THORNLEY/THE ITHACAN 
SOPHOMORE JESSICA PAGAN dances during the Native 
American Dance Exhibition in Emerson Suites Nov. 4. 
American Indian. For the purpose 
of writing articles, I find nothing 
wrong with the term Native 
American. I feel as though it is a 
respectable term recognized by 
most people to acknowledge the 
first inhabitants of America. 
Some people, however, view 
all these terms as unacceptable, 
seeing them as names that were 
established under colonialism. We 
as native people have for centuries 
been ripped of our traditions, 
language and homeland. This is 
why for many indigenous peoples 
these terms just remind us of the 
oppression we have faced for 
hundreds of years, and they do not 
bring pride to the Nations. 
The terms being used today 
that are most widely accepted are 
the Original and Indigenous 
Peoples. The United Nations 
recognizes the tenn Indigenous 
to mea_n peoples who are the 
descendants of the original 
inhabitants of the lands and have 
suffered and survived a history of 
colonialism. I agree these terms 
seem to best describe the original 
people of this land. They give us 
the honor and dignity that we 
deserve as "The Original People" 
of this land. No matter what 
people call us, as long as they are 
sincere and respectful, then we 
should show the same respect 
because we are all young and still 
learning. 
Kelly Keemer is a junior 
community health education 
major and the president of the 
Native American Cultural Club. 
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Class 
Struggle 
MARK FRANK 
Parking eclipses 
important issues 
There is a legend on campus 
that goes something like this: 
A student, rising sleepily from 
bed in a downtown apartment, 
pulls some clothes on, sucks down 
some breakfast and some Advil 
and hops into the SUV to come to 
campus. The 
ride is cheer-
less, as rides 
in Ithaca are 
this time of 
year. 
Ashe 
pulls into 
campus, the 
cheerless 
feeling is 
increased, if that is possible, as 
there is no parking available. Our 
hero drives around in vain, 
looking desperately for a parking 
space. No space behind Park, all 
filled behind the Fitness Center, 
and he drives on. As class is about 
to start, the person makes one last 
attempt to park but is blocked by 
a freshman returning from 
Wegmans. And thus, our hero 
cannot go to class and must return 
home, with tears welling in his 
sad, blue eyes. 
There is a reason this tale is a 
legend - it never happens. Yet, 
students' No. l concern at Ithaca 
is parking. Talk to students about 
current events, and they might 
have an opinion, if they opened a 
newspaper in the past few weeks. 
Talk to them about the weather, 
and they may remark if they've 
left their room that day, but talk to 
them about parking, and everyone 
has an opinion, and it is often 
loud. 
Every semester, there is an 
article in these very pages fanning 
the flames of a parking 
controversy. Every semester, kids 
on campus give their feelings on 
this crisis, and they do so, without 
hesitation, I assume. And yet 
every semester, there is room to 
park if people just look. 
Now, I know that premium 
space is not available at peak 
times, and that sometimes one 
must park in the Upper Terraces, 
behind Boothroyd or across 96B. 
But is that so bad? It is only a 
short walk from these lots to 
campus, and God gave us legs, 
didn't he? Do people want to be 
able to drive right to the steps of 
Friends for their l p.m. lecture 
on medieval history? 
It is very telling, I think, that 
students here care little about 
anything else besides parking. 
Each year our cost to attend rises 
about four percent. There are 
rashes of anti-homosexual 
violence, and no one murmurs a 
peep. Online registration gives 
people more ulcers than super 
nachos, and it is just a small 
problem. We are at war, but few 
know what's happening. Where 
are our priorities? 
Now, don't get me wrong. I 
wouldn't mind if students couldn't 
drive in their first year. It would be 
nice if Physical Plant didn't have 
to hack into the woods behind the 
Boot to make space for the cars. 
But let's be honest, there are 
bigger problems than parking. 
Get over it. 
Marie Frank's Class Struggle appears 
in this space every other week. E-mail 
him at mfrankl@ic3.ithaca..edu. 
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Start thinking . summerl 
Winter has hardly begun, but now is the time to start thinking 
about your summer study abroad plans. Ithaca College programs 
for the summer of 2002 include: 
Dominican Republic: 
Healthcare and culture: an International Field Experience 
Contact Carole Dennis at cdennis@ithaca.edu 
. . 
cross-cultural Psychology 
Contact Judith Pena atjpenaper@ithaca.edu 
1ta1·v: 
Film st~dies in southern Italy 
Contact Cynthia Savaglio at csavaglio@ithaca.edu 
Language and culture in Siena 
Contact either Julia Cozz.arelli at jcozz.arelli@ithaca.edu 
or Rachel Gould at rgould@ithaca.edu. 
Photo Italy in Florence 
Contact Ron Jude at rjude@ithaca.edu 
London: 
International sports Administration 
Contact John Wolohan atjwolohan@ithaca.edu. 
Peru: 
Archaeological Fieldwork in the cotahuasi valley 
Contact Michael Malpass at malpass@ithaca.edu 
Appiications for these summer programs can be printed out from the 
International Programs web site at 
hffp://www.ithaca.edu/oip/printapp. htm. 
Please bring.completed applications to the Office of International 
Programs, 214 Muller Center, along with_ $20 application fee. 
APPLICATIONS FOR ALL SUMMER PROGRAMS 
ARE DUE FEBRUARY 22, 2002. 
For further information, call the Office of International Programs at 274-3306 
Movies spark discussion 
Cornell Cinema's new film series 
strives toward understanding in the 
wake of Sept. 11. Page 12 
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Farming the genetic field 
. . 
COURTESY OF WWW CLIPARTGUIDE.COM PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY KRISTIN SAMPIERE/THE ITHACAN 
THE MULTINATIONAL CORPORATION Monsanto has invested a substantial amount into the development of genetic engineering. Proponents and critics of genetic engi-
neering alike fear that a corporate stranglehold on the technology may be detrimental to consumers, but they are divided on whether the benefits outweigh the costs. 
BY EMILY BROWN 
Staff Writer 
Every time they go to the gro-
cery store, most people support the 
genetic engineering of food with-
out even knowing it. 
Recent studies estimate that 
more than 60 percent of food 
products on the U.S. market may 
contain at least a small quantity of 
GE ingredients. 
She did not know if this was be-
cause students were not informed 
or just not concerned. 
Ehrlich said she learned about the 
issue of GE food here at Ithaca Col-
lege. There is a lot of information 
available in the community. 
At the-Moosewood Restaurant, 
shareholder Tony Del Plato is co-
ordinating the Ithaca Area Safe 
Food Campaign, a consumer ac-
tivist group that 
Genetic engi- , , 
neering is the Genetic informa- calls for a mora-torium on GE 
foods. process of trans-
ferring a gene 
from one organ-
ism to another. 
Since genes de-
termine traits 
like color, height, 
tion is our common 
inheritance. '' 
Despite· all this 
activism, it is 
not always easy 
to find out if 
particular foods 
have been ge-
- TONY DEL PLATO 
Ithaca Area Safe Food 
Campaign 
tolerance to frost 
and resistance to herbicides, adding 
a new gene to an organism means 
giving it a new trait. The most com-
mon examples of GE organisms in-
clude com that creates its own insect 
repellant, soybeans that are resista~t 
to weed killer and tomatoes that ripen 
more slowly. 
Some studies report there are no 
reasons for concern while others 
warn the genetic engineering of 
crops may cause environmental and 
human health problems. 
"I haven't personally had any 
questions on it," said Gene 
Wescott, director of dining services. 
"And I haven't seen anything on 
comment cards, and that's where 
students would normally write 
their concerns:" 
"I d9n 't see people around me 
taking steps to avoid [GE food]," 
said senior Anna Ehrlich, a 
member of Ithaca College En-
vironmental Soc_iety. 
netically engi-
neered. The government does not 
require food companies to label 
GE ingredients as such, unless 
they are structurally different or 
pose the threat of an allergic re-
action. The Food and Drug Ad-
ministration claims that if GE 
foods are substan-
tially equivalent to . 
their traditional 
counterparts, then 
labeling these 
products would 
actually be mis-
leading. 
That is why you 
will not see 
GE la-
beling 
either in a grocery store or in the din-
ing hall. 
Wescott said due to the nature 
of the "food chain," it would be 
difficult to det.:!rminc whether 
food that is finally served in the 
dining halls has had a GE ingre-
dient added to it. 
"Like any other food service 
company, we have a purchasing 
department whose responsibility it 
_ is to meet with growers, canners 
and packagers to arrange pur-
chasing." 
He said the region's major 
suppliers are Sysco and U.S. 
Foods. However, depending on the 
season and the situation, the food 
that comes to the loading dock 
each week could be from any 
number of locations. 
He said he called the director of 
purchasing for the region to find out 
more, but had yet to make any dis-
coveries. 
Del Plato said the idea of sub-
stantial equivalents was a political 
policy that allowed companies to 
sidestep government regulation. 
"On the one 
hand, they're saying that [GE 
strains] arc substantially the same. 
On the other, they're saying that 
lthese strains l are unique enough 
to patent," Del Plato said. 
"It's bad enough that we have 
commodifa:d land," Del Plato 
said. "Genetic information is our 
common inheritance." 
The reason he is calling for a 
moratorium on GE food is so that 
further safety testing can be carried 
out, he said. 
At the same time, more fantas-
tic products are being developed in 
laboratories, like tomatoes that cre-
ate their own antifreeze, but few 
of these have been introduced to 
the market. 
Professor Imre Tamas, biology, 
said multinational companies like 
Monsanto have an inordinate 
amount of control over the devel-
opment of genetic engineering. He 
said in the 1980s, when genetic en-
gineering wa,; firf>t developed, t_he 
government began decreasing 
funding for scientific research. 
Companies stepped into the financial 
vacuum and developed the technol-
ogy in order to make a profit. 
"It's not a cnme for companies 
to do that," Tamas said. "It's what 
about." 
Critics fear that since companies 
want to make a profit, they may be 
inclined to rush products to the mar-
ket without proper testing. 
However, Tamas said because he 
is a scientist, he has to look at ge-
netic engineering as a scientific 
process, not necessarily as a 
multinational business endeavor. 
"I just can't see how people eas-
ily dismiss genetic engineering as 
something horrible," Tamas said. "I 
think the exact opposite." 
He said that not only did genet-
ic engineering have the potential to 
promote the use of less harmful pes-
ticides and herbicides, and to de-
crease tillmg practices that cause 
erosion, but it could, in fact, reduce 
world hunger. 
He said that in Africa, for exam-
ple, most people live in agricultural 
societies. Insects and blights regularly 
decimate their crops. If scientists in 
these countries could develop seeds 
that were resistant to insect<; and dis-
eases, they could save their crops and 
feed their people. 
"So 1s genetic engineering 
bad? Not by itself. It could be used 
for bad, perhaps by bad or ignorant 
people," Tamas said. "So what 
we're suggesting is we help sci-
entists and politi-
cians in those 
countries to sup-
ply their own 
needs. We're not 
saying buy it from 
American compa-
nies. We're saying 
develop it for 
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U nderst_andillg · throu,gh filtrr 
BY TASHA KATES 
Staff Writer 
Ithaca College students are finding a way 
to relate to the events of Sept. 11 through film. 
Cornell Cinema began a film and discussion 
series titled 'Toward Peace, Justice & Un-
derstanding: Films for Reflection" to address 
issues related to Sept. 11. 
Mary Fessenden, director of Cornell Cin-
ema, said the series came together gradually. 
"It seemed that it would be useful to process 
what ir; going on and to explore the issues 
through films," Fessenden said. "By having 
a professor lead a discussion afterwards, the 
viev.ers can have more background informa-
tion with which they can formulate intelligent 
opinions." 
The first film in the series was "Jun~ 
{War): In the Land of the Mujaheddin," in 
which a group of Italian surgeons attempt to 
construct a hospital in war-torn Afghanistan 
while being interrupted by skirmishes be-
tween the Taliban and mujaheddin. 
Senior Jesse Crane-Seeber said he was sur-
prised by the actual message the film 
seemed to convey. 
"The film showed the patronizing attitude 
and superiority complex of the Euro-
peans," he said. "[The Europeans] hired 
Afghans to do janitorial work and then treat-
ed them poorly. Jhey are completely unfa-
miliar with the people that they are trying 
to help. The filmmakers said more than they 
meant to say." 
The picture of racism in "Jung" was fur-
ther explored by the Nov. 14 screenmg of "Pay-
ing the Price: Killing the Children of Iraq." 
It showed the effects of 10 years of U.N. 
sanctions on the people of Iraq. 
Kadyr Toktogulov, an exchange student 
from Kyrgyzstan at Ithaca, said he thought the 
film effectively portrayed the effects of war. 
JOE PASTERIS/THE ITHACAN 
CECILIA ROSSEL BUYS a ticket from Cornell Junior Jason Goldman at the Willard Straight Hall for a show on Saturday, Dec. 1. Cornell 
Cinema's film series ''Towards Peace, Justice and Understanding: Films for Reflection" focuses on the results of Sept 11. 
"It really focused on the number of chil-
dren that die from disease because of bio-
logical weapons," he said. 
our government does that hurts others. Ter-
rorism doesn't come from anywhere. [Ter-
rorists] must feel like there is no way out." 
pies for the same piece of land, or is this a 
conflict deep-rooted in ethnicity and religious 
division?" Brann said. 
aware of the permanence of both parties. Now 
they can both begin to accept each other." 
Toktogulov said he thinks that it was in-
teresting to see how the kids changed after 
they met each other. 
Junior Rebecca 'Symes also viewed the 
film and said she thought it represented the 
issue well. 
Another film in the series, "Promises," 
focused on seven children who honestly ex-
pr~ssed th~ir thoughts on the Middle East 
conflict to later meet children from the op-
posing race in order to allow for more un-
derstanding from both sides. 
Symes disagrees with Brann. 
"It is difficult to term those words as 'ar-
chaic,"' Symes said. "Most of the children 
called themselves 'Arabs' or 'Jews."' 
''The film showed what people can do to 
solve the problem, but it gave no hope," he 
said. "The kids never met after that." 
"The film illustrated the fact that the 
sanctions have not been punishing the 
[Iraqi] government but punishing the peo-
ple," Symes said. 
Crane-Seeber had a more harsh opinion 
of the film. 
Cornell Professor Ross Brann, Near East-
ern Studies, led the post-screening discussion. 
Some audience members said the project 
was a half-hearted attempt to join together 
two groups of children who would never see 
each other again. 
Fessenden said the films shown try to link 
each issue stemming from Sept. 11 with ob-
vious ease. 
Brann focused on the archaic terminolo-
gy that wove itself between the words of the 
children. 
Brann said he disagreed. "The films are connected to allow the 
viewer to understand how America and the 
events which America has been involved in 
have come to this point," Fessenden said. 
"Given the absolute and complete Amer-
ican ignorance, I don't think th;it this film did 
any damage," he said. ''There are things that "Is this a political fight between two peo-
'The kids changed. In the beginning of the 
film, they thought that there was only one 
point of view on each side. Now they are 
Students enjoy benefits 
of alumni networking 
BY MANDY SHEFFIELD 
Contributing Writer 
Network Nights helped senior 
Meredith Jorgensen, a broadcast 
journalism major, get her first in-
ternship. It was at FOX News 
Channel in New York City, and she 
didn't have to interview for the job. 
"Someone just called me up 
and asked me if! wanted the job," 
she said. 
The person who offered it to her 
didn't personally know Jorgensen, 
but got her name from a colleague, 
an Ithaca College alumnus who met 
her in New York City at Network 
Nights. 
Ithaca College is providing stu-
dents with a chance to meet Ithaca 
alumni and establish connections 
which could get them jobs in the 
same way Jorgensen got hers, with 
two different programs over Winter 
Break: New York City Network 
Days and Network Nights. 
Antoinette Di Ciaccio, the Park 
School of Communications' special 
assistant for programs, encourages 
students to participate because she 
knows many are nervous about get-
ting jobs and might put that off and 
go to graduate school instead. 
"But they don't realize there are 
other ways to get jobs," she said. 
"You can't just go log on to mon-
ster.com. These events were creat-
ed to use a different tactic when 
looking for a job or internship." 
New York City Network Days, 
sponsored by the Park School, is a 
one.credit class offered to juniors and 
seniors in the communications 
school. It is designed to give students 
the opportunity to see corporate 
America for themselves, rather 
than just hearing about it. 
The class takes place over two 
days in New York City. Students 
must attend four two-and-a-half-
hour sessions, read a short book 
and write a brief paper about the 
experience and the reading. 
The class, offered to 15 students 
by Assistant Professor Mead 
Loop, television and radio, is full 
this year, but there is a waiting list. 
During the four sessions. Ithaca 
alumni who are prominent in their 
fields are brought in to provide stu-
dents with an inside look at what they 
· could be doing in the future. · 
Jorgensen has attended New 
York City Network Days for the 
past two years. 
"It was just fun to see how cor-
porat~ America really works," 
she said. "Because we're college 
students, we really have no idea 
what's going on." 
Network Nights, another net-
working program which is spon-
sored by the Office of Career Ser-
vices and the Office of Alumni Re-
lations, gives students the oppor-
tunity to meet alumni in a reception-
style setting. There are five differ-
ent programs - in New York City; 
Boston; Washington, D.C.; 
Philadelphia; and Rochester. 
The most important thing for stu-
dents to do, said Gary Littlepage, as-
sociate director of career services, 
is to be proactive at these events. 
"You can't go there and just sit 
back in a corner and think, 'well, 
someone's going to approach 
me,"' Littlepage said. "While that 
might happen, it's unlikely. You 
have to approach the alum." 
The problem many students 
have with the reception-styllei°net-
working is that they're nervous 
about talking to alumni. 
Di Ciaccio said alumni often talk 
about hiring the students they met 
there because they know the stu-
dents are truly interested since they 
made the initial effort to go. 
COURTESY OF THE OFFICE OF ALUMNI RELATIONS 
NETWORK NIGHTS is a program offered by Ithaca College that 
allows students to meet with alumni and establish connections. 
"They have a loyalty," Di 
Ciaccio said. · Students are al-
ready· walking in with an ad-
vantage because they go to 
Ithaca College and prospective 
employers at the events feel 
comfortable hiring them. 
Littlepage said he's seen a lot 
of students who felt like Network 
Nights didn't help, only to find out 
that it did. Their names were 
passed on, and_s9meone ended up 
calling them a few months later. 
"Go there with an open mind, talk 
to everybody and anybody," he 
said. Di Ciaccio advises students to 
bring resumes to give people, dress 
to impress and follow up. 
Jorgensen said networking is in-
valuable and remembered what a re-
porter from ABC told her: "Learn 
as much as you can and get as much 
experience as you can. And I' II see 
you back here in 20 years." 
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Rudy's been .. ready his whol~ life 
' . ' Accent 
On BY KATE HANZALIK Staff W;iter 
Junior Jesse Barnholdt went 
into the motivational speech Tues-
day night in Emerson Suites feel-
ing bogged down by classes and 
emotionally overwhelmed. He 
was having a bad week. But after 
listening to the speech by underdog 
hero Rudy Ruettiger, he was in-
spired to push on. 
"I have a more positive attitude, 
and I am more relaxed," Barnholdt 
said. 
Barnholdt was one of over 750 
people packed into Emerson 
Suites listening to Ruettiger's 
talk. 
Ruettiger's fans know he is 
more than the famous bench-
warmer from the 1993 movie, 
"Rudy," who had 27 seconds of 
fame at Notre Dame after he made 
a defensive sack and got carried off 
the field by his teammates. He has 
become a mes~age of inspiration to 
all Americans. 
Since his "early days, Ruettiger 
has developed an impressive track 
record. He was the first member of 
his working class family of 16 to at-
tend college. He is th~ only Notre 
Dame player to be carried off the 
field since 1974. Ruettiger co-au-
thored several books, recently es-
tablished a charity and is currently 
working with the writers of 
"Space Jam" on an animated chil-
dren's film. He has given inspira-
tional speeches to fonner presidents, 
first ladies and other luminaries. 
"I have a knockout wife too," he 
said as the crowd cackled and 
clapped. 
Ruettiger said his resolute 
mentality is his secret to success. 
"You need to find the people who 
want you to win," he said. "Main-
tain positive thoughts, and if you 
earn respect, people will respond." 
It is this attitude and his valu-
ing of passion, visualization, re-
jection and perseverance that has 
allowed Ruettiger to laugh at 
himself for 57_ years. 
NEAL GAUGER 
SOPHOMORE 
TELEVISION AND RADIO 
Hometown: Glenside, Pa. 
What is one secret you've 
been keeping from your 
friends? I'm actually the 
world's tallest jockey. 
"You have to have four things to 
succeed," Ruettiger said. "Charac-
ter, courage, commitment and 
contribution." 
"I have failed more in iife than 
anything," he said. "But obstacles 
are opportunities, and consistency 
will make it happen." 
JON KO/THE ITHACAN 
RUDY RUETIIGER speaks to a packed Emerson Suites Tuesday. 
Do you have any great 
invention ideas? I once 
invented the double bailer 
(I was 7), but later found 
out someone had already 
done it. 
It is these four ideals that have al-
lowed him to reach many dreams 
and seek out many more, he said. 
"I live in a dreamland," Ruettiger 
said. "I wouldn't be here if I didn't 
take the steps forward 25 years ago." 
And it is because of Ruettiger 's 
detennination to succeed and the in-
spiration he would give students 
that the Ithaca College Student Ac-
tivities Board invited him. 
tertainment purposes during a 
time of stress for students and also 
to Rrovide incentive and motivation 
to all who attend," said SAB pres-
ident sophomore Melissa Ferraro. 
the motivation and incentive that 
Ruettiger offered to heart. 
"I was able to relate because a 
lot of my family never went to col-
lege," he said. "He made me see 
that everyone gets a second 
chance." 
Who do you want to be 
kissing on New Year's 
Eve? Wouldn't you like to 
know? 
"We chose him because of en-
Barnholdt, a former college 
football player himself, has taken 
Genetic engineering raises farming questions 
Continued from page-11 
yourself." 
'However, David Connor, an agriculture 
economist and the next coordinator of the Itha-
ca Area Safe Food Campaign; said that ge-· 
netic engineering is part of a larger problem. 
He said that industrial agriculture, as op-
posed to sustainable organic farming, 
would eventually take its toll on the envi-
ronment and even our national security. 
"[Industrial agriculture] is marked by 
Ithaca College 
• 
NewSeniceto 
= ::==-NYC! loaded on 1781h Street 
C.-. D631-840S fordeloik. 
smaller numbers of large farms growing 
monoculture crops, heavily dependent on 
outside inputs, highly mechanized," Con-
nor said. The costs of this kind of farm-
ing inclt1de erosion, pollution of ground wa-
ter and a decrease in biodiversity. 
He said while the genetic engineering 
of crops may have some environmental 
benefits, there are many sustainable al-
ternatives to these methods. In fact, or-
ganic farmers use techniques that have 
been effective for centuries. 
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"All this indigenous knowledge is be-
ing thrown by the wayside, while we 
search for a one-size-fits-all solution," 
Connor said. 
taminate organic food as well. 
Ehrlich said what she learned about ge-
netic engineering influenced her choice to 
buy organic food. However, now that GE 
foods are on the market, they are incor-
porated into our food supply. Wind and in-
sects can carry pollen from a few yards 
to several miles, so GE strains could mix 
with traditionally grown strains and con-
Del Plato said he wants to give his chil-
dren the choice to live in a healthy envi-
ronment. But unless he succeeds in pro-
moting the proper testing, regulating and la-
beling of GE foods, he worries that his chil-
dren will not be able to undo the damage 
this technology could cause. 
Available at: 
• CORTLAND 
146 Clinton Ave. 
753-3082 
E ITHACA 
348 Elmira Rd. 
273-2937 
Referring to GE strains, he said: 
"They grow, they mutate, they travel. You 
can recall a car, a mixer, a hairdryer but not 
a living thing." 
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www.jiffylube.com I PERsoNALLY 
Mon-Fri: B am-6 pm 
Saturday: 8 am-5 pm 
Sunday: 10 am-3 pm 
(Ithaca only) 
Just $21.99 +tax with this 
coupon (Reg. Price $26.99) 
No other discounts apply. 
Valid only at Cortland and 
Ithaca Jiffy Lube locations. 
I SERVICE 
-=-.cd=-~-·--------~ 
BETHEL GROVE BIBLE CHURCH 
1763 SLATERVILLE ROAD (RT. 79E), ITHACA 
277-3333 or BG@BG.ORG 
A NON-DENOMINATIONAL CHRIST-CENTERED CHURCH 
SERVING COMMUNITY AND CAMPUS 
Non-formal Worship Service 
Educational Opportunities (Nursery-Adult) 
Traditional Worship Service 
Dec. 23, 30 & Jan. 6 
Worship Service 9:30 a.m . 
Please visit our Web site! www.bg.org 
8:30 a.m. 
10:00 a.m. 
11:lSa·.m. 
. "' \ 
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Movie 
Times 
The following is valid for 
Friday. limes are subject to 
change. 
Cinemapolis 
The Commons 
2n-611s 
The Man Who Wasn't 
There- 7:15p.m. and 
9:35p.m. 
Amelie - 7:1 :'i p.m. and 
9:35p.m. 
Fall Creek Pictures 
1201 N. Tioga St. 
272-1256 
life as a House -
9:35p.m. 
Waking Life - 7:15 p.m. 
Sidewalks of New York -
7:15p.m. 
Focus- 7:15 p.m. and 
9:35p.m. 
Grateful Dawg - 9:35 p.m. 
Hoyts Ithaca 10 Cinema 
Pyramid Mall 
257-2700 
Advance tickets for Lord of 
the Rings can be pur-
chased Friday. 
Vanilla Sky- Noon, 12:30 
p.m., 3:10 p.m., 3:40 p.m., 
6:40 p.m., 7:10 p.m., 9:40 
p.m., 10:10 p.m. and 12:10 
a.m. 
Not Another Teen Movie -
11:15a.m., 11:45a.m., 1:40 
p.m., 2:10 p.m., 4 p.m., 4:30 
p.m., 6:50 p.m., 7:20 p.m., 
9 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. 
Ocean's Eleven -
12:15 p.m., 12:45 p.m., 
3 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 6:30 p.m., 
7 p.m., 9:15 p.m., 9:50 p.m., 
10:20 p.m. and 12:10 a.m. 
Behind Enemy Lines -
11 :55 a.m., 2:30 p.m., 
7:35 p.m., 10:05 p.m. and 
12:20a.m. 
Spy Game - 5 p.m. 
Harry Potter and the 
Sorcerer's Stone -
11:20 a.m., noon, 2:50 p.m., 
3:20 p.m., 6:1 O p.m. and 
9:30p.m. 
Monsters, Inc. -
11 :30 a.m., 1 :45 p.m., 
4:10 p.m., 6:15 p.m., 
8:30 p.m. and 10:30 p.m. 
SAB Film Series 
Textor102 
No film showing this week. 
The Ithacan Rating System 
* Poor 
** 
*** 
**** 
Fair 
Good 
Excellent 
- ~ I I 
COURTESY OF ARTISAN ENTERTAINMENT 
LAURA DERN AND STEVE MARTIN star in first-time director David Atkins' comedy-thriller "Novocaine." Martin plays a dentist, and 
Dern plays his dental hygenist and fiancee. The film is currently in limited release and can be seen at Fall Creek Pictures tonight. 
'Novocaine' can't numb the pain 
BY SAMI KHAN 
Accent Editor 
Steve Martin's new movie 
"Novocaine" has a fatal flaw. Call 
it the "uh ... what?" syndrome. 
There are certain moments that a 
f i I m 
shouldn't 
have -
my film 
professor 
likes to call them the "uh ... what?" 
moments. You know what I'm talk-
ing about. You 're watching a film, the 
action is playing out, everything 
makes sense, and then all of a sud-
den, the movie pulls a 180, and 
you're like "uh ... what?" 
Now at certain times, an "uh ... 
what?" moment can work for the 
audience, to the filmmaker\ ad-
vantage (think 'The Usual Sus-
pects" or "Seven"). But more of-
ten than not, a movie has an "uh ... 
what" because something is so 
completely improbable that the 
audience doesn't believe it. Some 
call it the Jerry Springer momer;it. 
"I want to tell you something," 
Jerry tells the guest. "You're mar-
ried to your sister. Bring her out!" 
"Uh . . . what?" the audience 
says, scratching their collective 
heads. They will quickly erupt in 
chants of "Jerry! Jerry! Jerry!" 
But I digress. 
The point 1s, "uh ... what?" mo-
ments are distracting, and "Novo-
caine" just has too many to be con-
sidered a good movie. 
The story 1s simple enough. 
Martin plays Dr. Frank Sangster, a 
dentist with a thriving practice and 
a gorgeous hygiemst/fiancee 
named Jean (Laura Dern). But Dr. 
Sangster's idyllic life is shattered 
when Susan Ivey (Helena Bonham 
Carter) walks in the door. 
Immediately Sangster becomes 
infatuated with Susan. Smitten, he 
performs a root canal on her at 7:30 
at night. Sure enough, Susan and 
Sangster are doing a little more than 
checking out each other's molars. 
Calamity ensues when Sang-
Waxing philosophic 
in a colorful dream 
BY MARY SNAUFFER 
Staff Wr~~e_r ____ ~r'----
Combine an acid trip, Sunday 
morning cartoons, Philosophy 
IO I and the longest dream you've 
ever had. Add water. Shake well, 
and you I h a v e 
"Wak-
1 n g 
Life." 
Written and directed by Richard 
Linklater ("Dazed and Con-
fused"), "Waking Life" is a bouquet 
of answers that end in questions, 
each addressing the meaning of life. 
Linklater's pioneering animation 
technique called interpolated roto-
scoping, a style that paints over film 
stock, succeeds in capturing the tlu-
id familiarity of a clear dream. The 
movie begins with the washy, 
flowing feel of hallucination 
when the statement, "dream is 
destiny," is presented as an answer 
in the film. From there, a seemingly 
random collection of conversa-
tions and thoughts pertaining to the 
meaning and truth of consciousness 
are thrown at a pensive young pro-
tagonist (Wiley Wiggins). 
Stuck ma dream filled with false 
awakenings and clocks that won't tell 
time, the young man begins to pan-
ic when he realizes he can't wake up. 
"The trick is you have to realize 
you are dreaming in the first place," 
a stranger explains. "Sleepwalking 
in.your waking days, wake walking 
through your dreams." 
The first half of the film is a se-
ries of theories on free will, life and 
existentialism so dense your head be-
gins to hurt after having to decode 
sentence after sentence to make sense 
of it all. However, at the crucial turn-
ing point, the film switches gears and 
focuses on the plot of an anonymous 
young man who is caged within what 
he initially assumes is a dream. But 
eventually he begins to realize the 
I • 
ster's stash of delectable narcotics is 
stolen, and the good dentist's life 
soon begins unraveling into a descent 
that would make Dante proud. 
Soon after the theft, someone is 
murdered, and the movie turns mto 
a whodunit. Anymore revelation of 
the plot would surely spoil the 
movie's remaining morsels of 
mediocrity, which are fleeting. 
In between the scrap~ of decen-
cy, the "uh ... what?" moments take 
over the film. 
Susan's brother thinks incest 1s 
best, "uh ... what?" 
Kevin Bacon plays an actor re-
searching a movie role, "uh ... 
what?" 
Sangster gives up his yuppie-
paradise for a quickie with a 
drugged-out seductress from De-
troit, "uh ... what?" 
But the mother of all the "uh ... 
what?" moments is the resolution 
of the whodunit and Sangster's sub-
sequent action. 
Steve Martin, who has in recent 
years been assembling an impressive 
array of film credits, is given noth-
ing to work with as Sangster. There 
is none of the laugh-out-loud humor 
of "The Jerk'' and "Dirty Rotten 
Scoundrels." The script is so deriv-
ative and stale that Martin can't show 
any of his actmg chops. 
But if Martin is forgettable as 
Sangster, Laura Dern is downnght 
embarrassing as Jean. Dern is no 
Bette Davis, but even she shouldn't 
have stooped to the depths of play-
mg Jean, a role so shallow and dare 
I say, sexist. 
First-time director David Atkins 
clearly has the technical ability to be 
a successful filmmaker but not the 
storytelling instincts. The film 1s hor-
ribly uneven, and the abundance of 
painkillers can't make up for the 
number of times the audience ends 
up saying "uh ... what?" 
"NoMcaine" is writte11 and di-
rected by David Atkms a11d pro-
duced by Paul Mones and Dame! 
Rosenberg. The film stars Steve 
Martin a11d Laura Dern. 
COURTESY OF FOX SEARCHLIGHT PICTURES 
MARTA BANDAS AND WILEY WIGGINS star in Richard Linklater's 
animated, stream-of-consciousness head-trip, "Waking Life." 
dream could be death. 
This film is a mind-expanding 
he.ad-trip that will force you toques-
tion your own consciousness, or lack 
thereof. The brilliant animation is 
crucial in adding a layer of depth 
while connecting the sprawling 
plot, as well as its ultimate meaning. 
"Waking Life" is ·nothing less 
than a lucid dream that creeps-into 
the far reaches of your subcon-
scious exposing ideas and questions 
that seem both unfathomable and 
eerily familiar. 
"Waking Life" is written and di-
rected by Richard Linklater and 
produced by Tommy Pallotta. The 
film star~ Wiley Wiggins, Ethan 
Hawke and Marta Bandas. 
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Rock's regression 
BY TASHA KATES 
Staff Writer 
Sevendust 
has traditionally 
been a nu-metal 
band, with a 
satisfying taste 
of hard rock on every album. "Animosi-
ty" has not entirely deviated from the pat-
tern but has softened the musical blow. 
The lack of rap-metal and a heightened 
force of melody have always brought Sev-
endust clos~r to radio airplay than other 
bands of its kind. Sadly, "Animosity" 
helps the band take that last step away 
from their original fonnat toward a 
more mainstream sound. The result is a 
cross between a power ballad and a re-
Jected Nine Inch Nails' guitar riff. 
The worst track is "Xmas Day." The 
guitar and bass contradict each other, the 
tempo is painfully monotonous, and the 
vocals do not flow well. The rushed 
sound forces the listener to work hard-
er to understand the music. 
The voice of Lajon Witherspoon fi-
nally receives due credit on "Animosi-
ty." Somehow he manages to growl and 
sing at the same time, creating a lyrical 
feel on each track. "Waffle," an already 
musically delicious track, is made that 
much better by Witherspoon's smooth 
vocal addition. 
Despite the time spent on it, "Ani-
mosity" is choppy and unfulfilling. Sev-
, endust has left behind a reliable sound. L. ___________ _ 
New Wu-Tang album 
isn't 'Bulletproor 
Ghost/ace can't continue flawl~ss record 
BY SEAN FENNESSEY 
Assistant Accent Editor 
With his whiny, high-pitched delivery and 
uncanny flair for ridiculous wordplay, Ghost-
face Killah has 
proven himself 
an essential and 
undoubtedly skill-
ful member of 
the legendary 
hip-hop collective the Wu-Tang Clan. His third 
solo release, "Bulletproof Wallets," is the lat-
est in his dark chamber of soulful albums. Un-
fortunately "Wallets" isn't strong enough to 
match its nearly flawless predecessor, the di-
verse 67-minute banger, "Supreme Clientele." 
Much hype has surrounded this album, par-
ticularly the release of three different singles 
that do not appear on the album because of sam-
pling ciearance problems. Perhaps with the ad-
dition of the hilarious Slick Rick collaborative 
ode to "The Sun," the simmering Barry White 
fireball "The Watch" and the soul-inflected 
"Good Times," "Bulletproof Wallets" would 
have stood alongside fellow Wu classics. But 
the inconsistency is apparent throughout- the 
album suffers from occasionally weak pro-
duction and typically oversung choruses. 
Following tre album's requisite intro, a 
bleak tale of crackheads and cops known sim-
ply as "Maxine," is told. The track epitomizes 
Ghost's rapid-fire spitting style and verbose 
storytelling technique. However, what follows 
is a slow and methodical decline into banal 
crooning and equally bland production, with 
sporadic deviations into greatness. The re-
assembled "Flowers" substitutes its original 
soulful sample with an old school Run 
DMC-style snare drum thump and cowbell 
cling. Thankfully Ghost's vocals remain the 
same. Associate Wu-Tang member Method 
Man rips the track with partner Ghostface, 
rhyming about being hoodwinked in the hood. 
The next track, the simplistic "Never Be the 
Same Again," is an R&B collaboration with 
softie crooner Carl Thoma!?. The track's bare-
bones production and unbelievably bad hook 
kill what is an honest narrative from one of the 
strongesrMCs in the game. From there, for-
ays into foolishness like "Ghostshowers" 
and the horrific duo of"heartfelt" tunes, "Straw-
berry" and "Love Session," really hurt 
Ghost's status as a conscious, personal rapper. 
However, 'The Forest" is perhaps the weird-
est and funniest song since ODB's "I Can't 
Wait." It is a trip into a forest where "animat-
ed actors become your toys," and Scrooge Mc-
Duck and Pippi Longstocking respectively deal 
drugs and answer to pimps. The song is high-
lighted by an infectious flute loop and slam-
ming beat by the up-and-coming beatsmith Al-
chemist. "The Hilton," one of many collabo-
rations with Raekwon, delivers raw rhymes 
with spotless production by Carlos Brody. 
The biggest flaw of the album is its jump 
from brilliance to unbearable garbage. 
Hopefully, the slack will be picked up by the 
Clan's soon to be released album, "Iron Aag." 
COURTESY OF EPIC RECORDS 
GHOSTFACE KILLAH'S latest release, 
"Bulletproof Wallets" is a letdown. 
A graceful 'Waltz' toward· greatness 
Live 
Theater 
BY JODIE STRUSZ 
Staff Writer 
In its 11th season, the 
Kitchen Theatre Company con-
tinues to tum out some of the best 
theater lthacans can have the 
pleasure of watching. And the 
group has done it again. With the 
current productio_n of Rachel 
Lampert's play "Waltz," the 
Kitchen Theatre ha'> proved yet 
again why such a small compa-
ny has been able to stay in bnsi-
ness so long. 
Rachel Lampert, the The-
atre's artistic director, wrote, di-
rected, choreographed and. stars in 
"Waltz." Through Claire, the 
central character, Lampert presents 
the trials of a middle-aged 
woman trying to write a novel in 
the face of a recent, extremely dis-
tracting l<.lss. Lampert has incor-
porated dance into her play as a 
way of portraying the thoughts and 
memories swirling around 
Claire's head, as well as the actions 
she dreams up for her characters. 
This is a creative and insightful 
way to get inside the character's 
head - something which can be 
very tricky on stage. 
The Kitchen Theatre's small 
stage seems as though it would 
present a problem for dancers, but 
thankfully this was not the case. 
The cast appeared to be quite com-
COURTESY OF THE KITCHEN THEATRE 
THE CAST OF "WALTZ" strikes a pose during a performance of the play at the Kitchen Theatre. 
"Waltz" is the story of a middle-aged woman trying to write a novel under tough conditions. 
fortable with the space, which re-
ally isn't surprising considering 
that most are either veterans or em-
ployees of the Kitchen Theatre. 
Professor Greg Bostwick, theatre 
arts, is charming as Michael, 
whose death prompts Claire's 
plunge into the depths of her mem-
ory. Bostwick's Michael is a 
playful sort, enjoying toying 
with Claire when he speaks to her 
out of the ether. 
Sarah K. Chalmers '92, one of 
the Theatre's founding members, 
plays Victoria, Claire's tough-as-
nails publisher. Chalmers ably re-
flects Victoria's concern for 
Claire's well-being, which is 
overshadowed by the constant 
pressure she places on Claire to 
finish the book. As a member of 
the ensemble, her bitter re-
marks about a past love provide 
a view of a slightly older and 
wiser Claire. 
Holly Golden, an artistic as-
sociate at the Theatre, doubles as 
a dancer and an actual character. 
She plays Hannah, Claire's 
niece sent to check on her emo-
tional state and progress on the 
book. Golden and Ofer Ravid, an 
ensemble member, share some of 
the play's most emotional 
dances. As the young Claire, 
Golden shows the joy of new 
love as well as the scary feeling 
of losing control in a relationship. 
Franklin Crawford· rounds 
out the cast as the final ensem-
ble member. He described 
Claire's memory of a pipe-in-
spired road trip in a style vague-
ly reminiscent of Tommy 
Chong. The dancers wonderful-
ly contrast the silliness and 
merriment of the cross-country 
drive with the fights and crank-
iness that result from being in 
close quarters with the same peo-
ple for too long. 
Dan Meeker's subtle lighting 
changes the mood for the 
dances. The wall of windows up-
stage reflected the dancers, cre-
ating a nice metaphorical, shad-
owy - effect. This production 
was well done and definitely a 
pleasure to watch. "Waltz" runs 
through Dec. 22. 
--
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Accent 
Briefs 
Acclaimed country performer 
will play at the St.ate Theatre 
Critically acclaimed singer-song-
writer Jim Lauderdale will join Donna the 
Buffalo in its performance at the newly 
re-opened State Theatre. 
Lauderdale will play on Friday 
night. He will perform songs from his 
latest Dualtone Records release, "The 
Other Sessions." 
Lauderdale, has been called a "qui-
etly charismatic performer and a dis-
tinctive vocalist," by People magazine 
and has been hailed as a revolutionary 
for his new approach to country music 
with his ability to maintain the tradi-
tional Nashville style. 
Local poets to be spotlighted 
by DeWitt Historical Society 
The DeWitt Historical Society's 
Tompkins County Museum will offer an 
"Afternoon with the Ithaca Community 
Poets" on Saturday, Dec. 15, at 3:30 p.m. 
Tompkins County Senior Center fiction 
writers will read from their personal writ-
ing. After the community poets read, 
there will be a special open reading for 
anyone in attendance. 
Arts Partnership to sponsor 
artists' market downtown 
The Community Arts Partnership, 
- the county's arts council, will host an 
artists' market featuring the sale of 
paintings, sculpture, photographs, prints 
and collages. It will take place at the 
Women's Community Building, on the 
corner of Cayuga and Seneca Streets in 
Downtown Ithaca. The market is on Fri-
day from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. There will also 
be a musical performance by the East Hill 
Jazz Duo. Admission is free. 
Food and toiletries sought 
for food distribution network 
The Park Scholars are holding a can 
drive to donate to the Tompkins Coun-
ty Food Distribution Network. Non-per-
ishable food and toiletries are being 
sought for collection from Dec. 10 
through 21. Goods can be dropped off at 
locations across campus. 
Local emo jazz core band 
looking for visual artists 
Gentleman Jones, a local emo Jazz 
core band, is seeking visual artists to pre-
sent during the group's shows. The band 
suggests showing art works, especially 
video, during shows or creating art live. 
Gentleman Jones hopes the artwork will 
give the audience a new perspective on 
its music, and the music will be a 
soundtrack to the art. 
Interested artists should contact the 
band at olinsky262@aol.com. 
For more information about the 
group, go to www.theombibus.org and 
follow the links to Gentleman Jones. 
Bard's 'Romeo and Juliet' 
gets new spin at local theater 
"R & J," a different interpretation of 
the Bard's classic tale of star-crossed 
lovers "Romeo and Juliet," will be per-
formed at the Kitchen Theatre'from Jan. 
17 to Feb. 9. 
The play was written by Joe Calarco 
and is set in prep school where four stu-
dents find their lives paralleling those of 
Shakespeare's characters. 
The Kitchen Theatre's perfonnance is 
the regional premiere of the play, and the 
show is sponsored by Allan War-
shawsky and Gallery Income Tax. 
For tickets and more information, call 
-the Kitchen Theatre box office at 273-
4497. The theater is located in downtown 
Ithaca at the Clinton House on the cor-
ner of Cayuga and Seneca Streets. 
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DILBERT . BY SCOTT ADAMS 
1'M SIGNING UP 
VOLUNTEERS TO SERVE 0 
FOOD TO THE HOME- ® 
LESS ON CHRISTMAS 
DAY. 
) 
ACCORDING TO THIS 
SURVEY THE COMPEN-
SATION HERE IS 
"COMPETITIVE." 
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0 
Cl 
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"CJ 
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,:: 
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:il 
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HOW DO YOU KNOW -= 
IN ADVANCE THAT 
THEY'LL BE EXTRA 
.HUNGRY ON THAT 
u 
:;; 
C 
en 
ONE DAY? 
OUR P.R. FIRM MAKES 
SURE THEY DON'T GET 
FED FOR lWO DAYS 
BEFORE THE NEWS 
CREWS AR.RIVE. 
.) 
COMPETITIVE MEANS i SHOULD WE CONTINUE 
NOT THE HIGHEST. SO ~ WORKING AS HARD 
WE COULD GET PAID ~ AS WE CAN OR SHOULD 
MORE IF WE WORKED :; WE BACK OFF TO A MORE 
AT ANOTHER COMPANY? i COMPETITIVE LEVEL? 
.. ~ i ) 
i C ~ 
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___________ ..,i~ ..::~t::::~;;;..::.,...;;~~ ..... it-=~~-~~~~~ - -;..._ ____________ _. 
WALLY I YOU HAVE ~ 
FAILED TO ACHIEVE J 
ANY OF YOUR ~ 
.. 
WRITTEN OBJECTIVES. ~ 
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E 
0 
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BUT BY PURE CHANCE 
YOU ACHIEVED ALL ~ 
~ ,. 
en OF MY HIDDEN 
OBJECTIVES. 
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HER.E'S ANOTHER. 
PROJECT I NEED 
SMOTHERED WITH 
DEFECTIVENESS. 
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I WANT TO MOVE 
YOU TO ANOTHER 
CUBICLE BUT MY 
OFFICE MOVING 
BUDGET IS SHOT. 
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50 I'M GOING TO 
TRANSFER YOU TO 
EL BO NIA AND THEN 
.BACK SO I CAN USE 
THE RELOCATION 
BUDGET. 
WHO ARE YOU 
GOING TO GIVE 
I,- TO? 
HE SAYS THE R.ELOCA-
TIO N BUDGET IS SHOT 
BUT YOU CAN MAIL 
YOURSELF HOME. 
I WAS 
HOPING 
-r-o SELL 
IT. 
I'LL SIGN 
IT FOR A 
DOLLAR. 
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CROSSWORD BY TMSPUZZLES 
ACROSS 
1 Interwoven locks 
6 Instructions unit 
10 At a distance 
14 Actor Greene 
15 Soccer great 
16 Grant or Elwes 
17 Police blotter 
entry 
18 Minstrel's ballads 
19 Penman of 
"Cheers" 
20 Poetic form 
22 Persian Gulf 
nation 
23 College on the 
Thames 
24 Chopin work 
26 Lawyers' org. 
29 My good man 
31 LIRA terminus 
34 Sense organ 
36 One not 
mentioned 
38 Circle parts 
39 Fragrance 
42 M. Descartes 
43 Silvery fish 
45 Cold-water wear 
47 Quentin 
48 Close-to-the-
scalp braid 
51 Make lace 
52 Yours, long ago 
54 Football foul 
56 Hawaiian island 
58 Neighbor of 
Honduras 
63 Norwegian king 
64 Menu plan 
65 Cream of the 
crop 
66 Staff character 
67 Dynamic lead-in? 
68 Clumps of fluff 
69 Shirts for golfers? 
70 French/Belgian 
river 
71 Schnoz 
DOWN 
1 Snitch 
2 Film unit 
3 Callas number 
4 Asinine 
5 Computer model 
6 Magnificence 
7 Eye drop 
8 French palace 
9 Madrid money 
10 Bitterly pungent 
11 Temperature 
scale 
12 Neighborhood 
13 Nolan or Robert 
21 Lake formed by 
Akosombo Dam 
25 One in Madnd 
26 Semitic people 
27 Yogi of U,e 
Yankees 
28 What to do with 
the positive 
30 Get tan 
32 Gossip 
33 Colgate rival 
35 Kin of NASA 
37 Play about 
Capote 
40 Flemish map-
maker 
41 Kwa1alern or 
Bikini 
44 Sprint rival 
46 Pivots 
49 Eventually 
50 Depends (on) 
53 Bee co!onies 
55 Michael of "'A 
Fish Called 
Wanda" 
56 Blanc 
57 Medicinal plant 
59 Very dry 
60 Pebbles· pet 
61 Milanese 
eight 
62 Take five I'M STARTING A 
PETITION TO END 
WAR. DO YOU 
WANT IN ON 
THIS? 0 0 ,-------------------
" 
E 
0 
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BOB, I HOLD IN MY ~ 0 
HANDS THE MOST ® 
IMPOR. TANT DOCUMENT ~ 
EVER CREATED. J 
~ 
IT'S A SIGNED 
PETITION TO END 
WAR. I EXPECT TO 
WIN THE NO BEL 
PEACE PRIZE 
FOR THIS. 
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C 
MAY I 
{ HAVE 
.., } A SIP 
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OF THAT? 
E 
0 
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TRADE 
YA. 
LAST WEEK'S ANSWERS 
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s u V A F L I T T H R E E 
I B E :r L -l S A R 0 A N S 
A B R A C A D A B R A • T 0 E 
.UNPENS PAR NG EA-
AFI TERNUT URN .ISA L O G A R I T H M M A Z E S 
L L A M A S G O N E R S 
GREECE JUNK 
AH A. C R I Ml N 0 L OGY 
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To place a classified 
please contact 
Jen Yomoah, 
classified manager, 
at 274-1618. 
Employment 
Fraternities - Sororities -
Clubs - Student Groups 
Earn $1,000 -$2,000 this 
semester with the easy 
carnpusfundraiser.com three-
hour fund-raising event. Does 
not involve credit card applica-
tions. Fundraising dates are fill-
ing quickly, so call today! Contact 
campusfundraiser.com at 
888-923-3238 or visit 
www.campusfundraiser.com. 
Spring Break - Nassau, Paradise 
Island, Cancun and Jamaica from 
$459. Air, Hotel, Transfer, Parties 
and More! Organize small group 
- earn FREE trips plus commis-
sions! Call 1-800-GET-SUN-1. 
For Rent 
Graduation Week/end, 3 br, com-
fort, elegant townhouse at 
EcoVillage. Jacuzzi, garden; also 
lakefront cottage 3 br, fireplace, 
boat, deck, linens, 607-272-6758. 
Two and three bedroom apts. 
1 mile to IC. Furnished, parking, 
utilities included, 277-3937. 
Evenings and weekends. 
Three Bedroom South Hill 
Furnished apartments with large 
rooms, parking and laundry. Visit 
PPMhomes.com. 
Six bedroom spacious furnished, 
washer & dryer. Two blocks from 
the Commons. $370 per person. 
273-7445. 
SOUTH HILL RENTALS 
PRIME LOCATIONS 
PROSPECT ST., HILLVIEW PL., 
AURORA ST. RENTING TO 
GROUPS OF 2-13 PEOPLE, 
CALL 273-5370 - PETER. 
South Aurora Street 
Fabulous Place for Ten. 
300 Feet to Commons. 
Huge, new, fully furnished 10 
bedroom luxury apartment with 4 
full new baths, large single bed-
rooms, each with own refrigera-
tor. High ceilings, many big 
windows, large living room, new 
kitchen. All in a landmark 
Victorian brick porch. Only $390 
each, including heat and hot 
water. Ample parking available. 
Laundry. Bus at corner to IC. 
273-9462. 
2 bedroom spacious furnished, 
washer & dryer. 2 blocks from 
Commons. $380 per person. 
273-7445. 
Three Bedroom South Hill. Large 
rooms, hardwood floors, yard. 
Very nice. $360 per person plus 
utilities. Avail 6-1-02. Call today! 
Certified Properties of TC Inc. 
273-1669. 
http://www.14850.com/web/ 
certified. 
ON THE COMMONS. Spacious 
3 bedroom furnished apartment. 
272-7441. 
ITHACA SOLAR TOWNHOUS-
ES, 4 BEDROOMS, FUR-
NISHED, COMPUTER DESKS, 
DISHWASHER, 2 BATHS, 
GREENHOUSE, WOOD BURN-
ING STOVE/FIREPLACE, SUB-
URBAN LOCATION, WALK TO 
IC, 273-9300. 
Three rooms left for spring 
semester. New downtown 
house with 2 full baths. 
Includes utilities, cable, 
garbage, D/W, W/D, fully fur-
nished. Must see call 
Dominique 327-1984. 
To place a classified 
ca II 2 7 4-1 6 1 8. 
For Rent 
Don't sign that 2002-2003 lease 
until you explore 
ALL your OPTIONS: 
HOUSING SOLUTIONS.COM 
103 Dryden Road 
272-6091. 
Studio 1, 2, 3 and 4 bedroom 
apartments. '02-'03. Downtown 
and Collegetown. 272-9361. 
For 2002-2003. Studio furnished 
apt. Washer and dryer, overlook-
ing Six Mile Creek. $500 includes 
all utilities. 279-3090. 
NOW LEASING FOR NEXT 
SCHOOL YEAR 
Dozens of apartments and 
houses, located on South Hill and 
Downtown. Two bedrooms, up to 
5 bedrooms. Nice condition, most 
have laundry and parking. 
PPM Homes.com. 
New 3 bedroom. Unique, contem-
porary design. Two full baths, fur-
nished, balconies, storage, energy 
efficient. Two blocks from 
Commons. $300 per person. 
275-0152 or 277-6260. 
918 DANBY ROAD, 4 BED-
ROOM, FURNISHED, 3 BATHS, 
DISHWASHER, FIREPLACE, 
PARKING, LAKE VIEW, BUS 
ROUTE, WALK TO IC, 273-9300. 
Beautiful 3 bedroom house on 
lake. $475 per person plus utili-
ties. Call 273-4211. 
2002-2003. One bedroom fur-
nished apt. Close to IC and the 
Commons. Hardwood floors, 
$550 includes heat. 279-3090. 
Apts. & houses available 8/01/01 
Kendall Ave. and Penn. Ave. 
2,3,4,5,6 & 8 bedroom furnished. 
Eleven month lease. Please Call 
273-9221 between 8 a.m. & 
4 p.m. After 4 and on weekends, 
call 272-2558. 
Rent our home: Graduation 
weekend! 4/5 bedroom, 4.5 
baths, large, open, new, fabulous 
house on wooded property, plen-
ty of parking. $1,800 for 3-day 
weekend. 257-4030, 
sh@twcny.rr.com. 
Four bedroom House. 
Hillview. $1,250 per month plus. 
Off-street parking. 24-hour man-
agement. Large private lot. 
277-4299. 
For 2002-2003. Downtown 3 bed-
room furnished ap1. Across from 
park, spacious, washer and dryer, 
off-street parking. $295 per per-
son plus utilities. 279-3090. 
Four Bedroom House. Washer 
Dryer, Off-street Parking, 4 
Spacious Rooms. Large House. 
CALL 272-4146 Rich. 
DON'T LIKE YOUR 
ROOMMATES? 
GOING ABROAD NEXT 
SEMESTER? 
GRADUATING NEXT 
DECEMBER? LET Housing 
Solutions help find you a 
subletter! 
HOUSING SOLUTIONS .COM 
Your sublet connection! 
103 Dryden Road 
272-609_1. 
AVAILABLE 2002-2003 
SCHOOL YEAR. LARGE TWO 
BEDROOM, PRIVATE PORCH, 
1 BLOCK FROM COMMONS, 
DISHWASHER, FURNISHED, 
WASHER/DRYER. 272-2696. 
Five Bedroom House South Hill. 
Two full bathrooms, large bed-
rooms, yard, very nice. $340 per 
person + utilities. 
Available 6-1-02. 
Certified Properties of TC Inc. 
273-1669 
http://www.14850.com/web/ 
certified/. 
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For Rent 
AVAILABLE 2002-2003 
SCHOOL YEAR. THREE BED-
ROOMS, FURNISHED, WASH-
ER/DRYER, DISHWASHER, 
1 BLOCK FROM COMMONS. 
272-2696. 
Apartments and houses for rent 
furnished, walking distance to IC. 
Some houses already rented. 
272-1115. 
AVAILABLE 2002-2003 
SCHOOL YEAR. SIX BED-
ROOMS, 2 BATHS, 
WASHER/DRYER, 1 BLOCK 
FROM COMMONS, LARGE 
BEDROOMS. 272-2696. 
398 STONE QUARRY ROAD, 
4 BEDROOM, FURNISHED, 
HARDWOOD FLOORS, FIRE-
PLACE, WASHER/DRYER, 
FULL BASEMENT, 2 CAR 
GARAGE. 273-9300. 
Furnished Houses 3 to 6 bed-
room. Close to IC. 273-4211. 
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE 
CLOSE TO IC. FURNISHED, 
$375 PLUS UTILITIES PER BED-
ROOM. CALL 257-9564 AVAIL. 
8/02 -10 MONTH LEASE. 
Lovely 4 bedroom house with 4 
car spaces for next year. Studio 
apartment also available. Please 
call 272-5210 after 3 p.m. 
Also available studio apt. 
THREE PERSON APARTMENT. 
FURNISHED. 205 PROSPECT 
ST. AVAILABLE AUG. 23. FOR 
INFO CALL 272-2967. 
FIND EXACTLY WHAT YOU ARE 
LOOKING FOR! 
1,2,3 + Bedrooms. 
ANY SIZE, ANY AREA. 
HousingSolutions.com 
103 Dryden Road 
272-6091. 
Large, spacious, 4 bedroom 
houses, furnished. '02-'03. Near 
CU and IC. 272-9361. 
Commons West Apt. Available for 
sublet, fully furnished w/TVNCR 
& stereo avail. Jan thru Aug, Call 
272-0510 or visit C. West 409. 
Four bedroom house. Two baths, 
furnished, dishwasher, 
washer/dryer. $385 per person + 
utilities. Available. 
Now renting June-Sept. '02 stu-
dio apts. Util inc., parking, 
garbage, laundry, furnished or 
not, walk lo IC. From $425. 
Call Cliff 273-8473. 
Services· 
Polish Your Papers! 
Certified & experienced educator 
can assist you by 
proofreading/editing your work. 
academiceng@usadatanet. 
607-387-4801. 
CAIASE; yol,{'R.e MY 
"BOyFRlcNt:>. yo1A. °Bl,{Y 
M€ STUFF IN HO"F>(;S 
F CjE;TTtNCj PLAYJ 
Sublet 
I will pay you to take over my 
lease - 1 bedroom in a Circles 
Apt. Call for info 273-1103. 
Spring Sublet- One bdr., fur-
nished, close to Commons, view 
of Six Mile Creek, free 24-hr 
street parking. Call Kate 275-
6824 or ken4@cornell.edu. 
SUBLETERS WANTED FOR 
SPRING '02 
Two vacant rooms in Circle Apt. 
98. Contact John or Tom at 
273-6825 or e-mail at 
jclisha1@ic3.com. 
SUBLET for Spring 2002. One 
bdr in a 3 person Circle Apt. 
$340/month + electric. Contact 
JR @ 275-0265. 
SPRING '02 HOUSE TO SUBLET 
Spacious 5 bdr., bath, 
washer/dryer, dishwasher, fire-
place, parking. $270/month +. 
Call 277-2785. 
Spring 2002 Sublet. One bdr. in 
a spacious 3 bdr. Commons apt. 
$360/month plus electric. 124 W. 
State St. Call Kate 256-8649. 
Spring Sublet: 1 rm in 3 bdr apt. 
In the Commons, close to Bus 
Stop. $333/month - heat & water 
included. Call 272-5449. 
Spring Sublet. Share apartment 
with 2 guys. Easy walking dis-
tance, washer and dryer, plenty 
of space, quiet. $295 + utilities. 
Contact Will or Tadd 277-3586. 
Travel 
#1 Spring Break Vacations! 
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas & 
Florida. Now hiring Campus Reps. 
1-800-234-7007. 
www.endlesssummertours.com. 
THIS .SOIA.NPS WITttO~T Tlt6 
A LOT UKc C6R.1AIN"fY 
Travel 
SPRING BREAK 
Largest selection of Spring Break 
Destinations, including Cruises! 
Foam parties, Free Drinks and 
Club Admissions. Rep Positions 
and FREE Trips Available. 
Epicurean Tours 
1-800-231-4-FUN 
Sign on to our Web site today. 
www.EpicuRRean.com. 
SPRING BREAK PARTY! 
Indulge in FREE Travel, Drinks, 
Food and Parties with the Best 
DJs and celebrities in Cancun, 
Jamaica, Mazatlan and the 
Bahamas. Go to 
StudentCity.com, or call 1-800-
293-1443 or e-mail sales@stu-
dentcity.com to find out more. 
Spring Break 2002!! Prices from 
$419 on the beach from $529. 
Reliable air to Cancun, Acapulco, 
Mazatlan, Jamaica, Bahamas 
and South Padre. Mexico Special 
- FREE MEALS and PARTIES, 
book by Nov. 15 and Save BIG!! 
Organize a group and travel 
FREE Break with The Best 
www.studentexpress.com. Call 
for details and a FREE brochure. 
1-800-787-3787. 
Spring Break 2002. 
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, 
Barbados, Acapulco, Padre, 
Florida and More! Free meals for 
a limited time. Visit 
www.sunsplashtours.com or call 
1-800-426-7710. 
"It's a No Brainer." 
ACT NOW! 
Guarantee The Best 
SPRING BREAK PRICES! 
South Padre, Cancun, Jamaica, 
Bahamas, Acapulco, Florida & 
Mardi Gras. Reps Needed ... 
Travel Free, Earn$$$! 
Group Discounts For 6+. 
800-838-8203. 
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Stressed? 
. Here are some stress busters: 
Exercise frequently! 
Step back and relax! 
Q: Where is 
a quiet place 
to study duri 
finals week? 
Eat healthly foods! 
. ' Organize your time. 
··-··- .. - _,._ .. , ;----··A: Itha~~ \ 
, College D1n1ng \ 
, Halls Quiet l 
1 
study Area. I 
, Sunday, 
December 
16th _ , 
' Wednesday, \ 
: December \ 
I 19th . J 
··-··-··-·· L.·-··-··-··-··-
DON'T MISS ~ . 
Fondue Night~ 
. 19th Wednesday, Dec. 
Dining Services Ithaca College 
ONIQUl!LY ITHACA. 
WWW.ITHACA.EDU/DINING 
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Rogan', 
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~lJNDAY • rMURSDAV 
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21g .. sooe ~RJDAV & !:ATURVAY 11:!~0 2 llrl 
l 
HAPPY HOUR. 
·sPECIAL 
Happy Hours 7 Days a Week! 
1 o p.m. to 11 p.m. 
Medium Pizza $5.95 plus tax 
Large Pizza $7.95 plus tax 
Extra Large Pizza $9.95 plus tax 
Each pizza comes with two 
16oz. Cokes. 
Must mention this ad when ordering. 
RECYCLE YOUR BOOKS 
Buyback Window 
(.Just past Post Office) 
Mon. 
Tues. 
Wed. 
Thurs. 
Fri. 
Dec. 17 
Dec. 18 
Dec. 19 
Dec.20 
Dec. 21 -
9-4 
9-4 
9-4 
9-4 
9-3 
Getting into th~swing 
1 i: · ·~ L' • ·: • ! Gymna5tics team ~k~~ i~pmvi: on last 
: , : , . . ; , year's No. 6 na~9f~f~i~o:..<= ... .P.a;ge 20 
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Graduation will claim 
'on-field coach'·in N 
Senior linebacker finishing career with All-Star trip west 
BY CHARLIE ELLSWORTH 
Staff Writer 
After-Ithaca's preseason scrimmage with 
Cornell on East Hill in early September, one 
of the many positives the players reflected 
upon was a feeling of unity that 
had developed over the summer. . ,-·---;:~, 
At the end of the year, the sen- , · ~. · . 
championship season in 1991. 
For his efforts this season, McDonough 
has been selected to play in the 2001 Aztec 
Bowl, an all-star game featuring 40 Division 
III players facing a Mexican all-star team. 
McDonough will be the fourth Bomber in the 
past five years to play in the Aztec Bowl. 
During his visit to Santillo, Mexico, Mc-
Donough will have time 
to reflect on a season ti,!Ilents were the same. ·. .:\;:»'·, - : 
"Getting everyone to be a ,.-.• _ .· ,,.M (.-.;:,,. --:,;: ... 
family," senior comerback , / ·' 
that sent 
the Blue 
a n d 
Gold to 
t h e 
NCAA 
play-
Anthony Melville said. "I { 
think that was the biggest 
thing that all the seniors did 
so well this year. There was no -.. , . 
little cliques or little groups, · 
it was a true family." 
And if that family had a fa-
ther, Melville said it would be se-
nior linebacker Mark McDonough. 
"Through what he says and what he 
does, everyone looks up to him," 
Melville said. ''He's the kind of guy that 
when somebody needs to say some-
thing, he says it." 
When something needed to be 
done on the field, McDonough 
would take care of that too. Soft-
spoken and mild-mannered off the 
gridiron, McDonough conveyed 
his paternal instincts by guiding 
the defense to its best season in a 
decade. 
Paced by the All-Ameri-
can 's team-high 103 tackles, 
18 for loss and five sacks, 
the Ithaca defense held oppo-
nents to 12.6 points per game, the 
lowest number since the Bomber's national 
offs 
KRISTIN SAMPIERE/fHE ITHACAN 
SENIOR MARK MCDONOUGH produced 
16 tackles In this season's Jug victory. 
for the first time since 1994. 
"Ultimately, we felt short of 
what we wanted to achieve," Mc-
Donough said. "But to get back to the 
playoffs for the first time in a while, that 
definitely feels good." 
To keep from going another seven years 
without making the playoffs, an additional 
task for McDonough was to prepare the un-
derclassmen for the departure of 25 seniors. 
"He's a great teacher," said sophomore 
Gavin Stackhouse, who served as McDo-
nough's backup this season. "He's gonna keep 
up with me throughout until next season, hav-
ing talks with him and just learning how he 
learned. I definitely think that I'm much more 
prepared now than I would be just walking 
in without him being there this year." 
Defensive Coordinator Mark Raymond 
said that McDonough's smarts made him 
more than a player. 
''He's a coach on the field," Raymond said. 
"You can tell 
him to do 
something 
once -
he will 
do it. You 
don't have to coach a guy like 
Mark very much. He makes you look 
like a pretty good coach." 
Not to be lost in the senior's leadership 
skills is his uncanny ability to find the foot-
ball. Bomber fans will remember for years 
McDonough 's game saving plays against 
Wilkes and Buffalo State last year. Against 
the Colonels last season, McDonough 
picked off two passes on Wilkes' final two 
drives-of the game. With the Bengals inside 
the Bombers IO-yard line on fourth and goal, 
KRISTIN SAMPIERE/THE ITHACAN 
AS A SENIOR LINEBACKER, McDonough was responsible for relaying the defensive calls to his fellow Bombers. 
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KRISTIN SAMPIERE/fHE ITHACAN 
SENIOR MARK MCDONOUGH will play in 
the Aztec Bowl as a Division Ill All-Star. 
McDonough sacked the Buffalo State quar-
terback, sealing an Ithaca win and ending the 
rival Bengals' NCAA playoff hopes. Mc-
Donough's aggressive play continued 
through his senior season, and he finished his 
career with 284 tackles, ranking sixth on ltha-
ca 's all-time career list. 
"I wanted to get over the 300 tackles for 
a career barrier," McDonough said. "[I] came 
a little short of that, but I know as a captain, , 
I think I definitely achieved what I wanted 
to as far as the defense and how well the de-
fense performed this year." 
Despite not reaching the 300-tackle 
plateau, the senior sport management major 
made plays when it counted. McDonough 's 
efforts forced opposing teams to wony about 
him, something that verified his teammates' 
observations of his stellar cart!er. 
"With being hurt and everything 
throughout the playoffs, I had a great 
chance to really watch him," Melville said. 
"He got me all fired up, his play and what 
he does about making plays, you need a big 
sack or knock a ball down or pick a ball off, 
and he's always there to do it in the clutch." 
In perhaps the Bombers' biggest four 
games of this season, McDonough took cen-
ter stage each time. In the Cortaca Jug game, 
he netted 16 tackles in Ithaca's 21-14 win 
over the Red Dragons. Against Ithaca's first 
two playoff opponents, Raymond said Mc-
Donough played amazingly well. 
"Montclair and RPI, I asked him to cov-. 
er a wide receiver all day, and that's what he 
did." Raymond said. "He was a linebacker 
used to taking out fullbacks and linemen and 
tackling running backs all year. We asked him 
to cover a wide receiver, and I think they had 
maybe three or four catches on him, total." 
In the Bombers season-ending loss to 
Ro-.yan, McDonough recorded a game-high 
11 tackles while defending against one of the 
best offenses in the country. With that Joss, 
McDonough 's incredible career came to a 
close. But his play on the field will not soon 
be forgotten. 
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JUSTIN VOLDMAN 
Giving holiday gifts 
to needy Bombers 
With the menorah being lit and the 
stockings hung by the chimney with 
care, there's hopes that Hanukkah 
Voldman soon will be there, delivering 
his presents to the naughty and nice in 
the sports world. Well, he has arrived, 
and fast·~r than one can say gefilte fish, 
the gifts have been put under the tree 
and th~ candles aflame. Let's see what 
he has given ... 
• To starting 
quarterback Bri-
an Young: a 
stronger helmet, 
a concussion or 
two less and the 
chance just to 
play one more 
game in his col-
lege career. He 
was one of the 
toughest players Ithaca has seen in a 
long time and deserves a chance to go 
out on top. 
• To football coach Mike Welch: A 
better, more creative playbook. There 
were so many times when the team was 
way too conservative, both offensive-
ly and defensively. It cost the 
Bombers against Brockport and did 
them in against Rowan, along with a 
thousand other things. 
• To wrestler Ryan Ciotoli: The 
fastest recovery anyone has ever had 
from a tom ACL and a chance to come 
back and win a national title. 
• To the women's soccer team: A 
record that only includes the first half 
of the season. 
• To the men's soccer team: A record 
that only includes the second half of the 
season. 
• To the men's and women's cross 
country teams: A trail that circles every 
academic building and every dorm 
room on campus and a chance for at 
least three to four meets a year to be 
held on that trail. That way, the IC com-
munity will be forced to recognize and 
appreciate what fine, successful athletes 
this team truly has. 
• To former members of the varsi-
ty softball team at Ithaca: Reason to 
stay on and play. Ithaca has had a na-
tional championship-caliber team for 
the past few seasons, and it's a shame 
' to see so many players not returning un-
der their own will. 
• To women's tennis captain Andrea 
Schwartz: One more season, inJury-
free, and a chance to play Nazareth 
again for the Empire Eight champi-
onships, just to go out on top. 
Schwartz was one of the greatest ten-
nis players this school has seen in a 
long time and deserves one last 
chance to play. 
• To the men's lacrosse team: A 
tougher schedule. The team was, by far, 
one of the most overrated teams in the 
country last year, having possibly 
three quality wins. Beating up against 
teams like Keuka, Utica and Alfred 
does not prove one's worth. And I 
thought the football team was weak. 
The lacrosse team was crushed by 
Nazareth in the season finale and 
proved it was a second-tier team by get-
ting humiliated by Middlebury (Vt.) 
in the NCAA quarterfinals. 
• To the men's and women's 
aquatics teams: A top-five finish at na-
tionals this year. A state champi-
onship for both is a near-given, so I will 
not give something that is already 
there. 
Happy Hanukkah, Merry Christmas 
and may all your holiday sports 
wishes come true. 
Press Box appears irz this space every 
week. E-mail Justin Voldman at 
jvoldmal@ic3.ithaca.edu 
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Gymnasts eye national title 
Disappointed with last year's finish, team ready to move up 
BY BILL D'ELIA 
Staff Writer 
Despite winning its second 
straight ECAC Championship 
last season and being ranked in 
the top 
three 
nation-
ally for 
most of the year, the Blue and 
Gold stumbled to a sixth-place 
finish at nationals. 
As far as the Bombers are con-
cerned, that isn't going to happen 
again. 
"We're competing at a higher 
skill level this year," senior co-
captain Sabrina Kuhn said. 
"Last year we upped our skill lev-
el, but we didn't compete at it." 
One thing the South Hill 
squad will have to overcome this 
season is the loss of last year's 
group of seniors, the last ones left 
from the 1998 National Champi-
onship team. 
"There's no doubt that we 
miss the kids and their scores, but 
I've seen, internally, the leader-
ship stuff change," Head Coach 
Rick Suddaby said. "People 
step in and take leadership roles 
over, and I'm excited about 
what the team is doing." 
In addition to the loss of key 
members from last year, the 
Bombers will also have to deal 
with another new obstacle. 
Every season after the summer 
Olympics take place, the rules are 
adjusted, and this happens to be 
one of those years. 
This year, tougher dismounts 
are required on all of the events. 
On the bars, a higher level of re-
lease skill is required. Gymnasts 
will suffer deductions if these new 
requirements are not met. 
"Right now our focus has 
been on how quickly can we 
make the jump to meet the new 
requirements," Suddaby said. 
"The goal is to meet them quick-
er than everybody else, to make 
us competitive." 
Something that should help the 
Blue and Gold this season is the 
return of senior Jocelyn Genoa, 
who took last season off. Genoa 
was previously an All-American 
on bars but was forced to skip last 
season as a result of back trouble. 
"We needed her skills on 
bars which we didn't have a year 
ago, it was pretty obvious," 
Suddaby said. "We're real excit-
ed that she's back." 
ALEX MORRISON/THE ITHACAN 
JUNIOR HEIDI SANDERSON returns to patrol the vault and uneven bars for the gymnastics team. 
Another thing driving the 
Bombers this season is the fact that 
the National Gymnastics Coad1-
es Associatio11 championships 
will be taking place at home. 
.. 
"We want to be competitive 
against the top teams in the na-
tion," sophomore Sue Lawall 
said. "Considering ?iationals are 
home this year, it ,.. lid be awe-
some to finish on top and end with 
a victory." 
Ku!rn said to !:-n ~::ccessful this 
season, Ithaca just needs to main-
tain its level of performance. 
"We have to stay consistent," 
she said. "Last year, we peaked 
too early, so this year we have to 
try and stay consistent." 
The South Hill squad has 
learned from the disappointment 
c~' !:·~t ,,eci.son ,trrl is ready to l!Sf-' 
that to its benefit this year. 
1,?-:it'~. 
SARAH SCHULTEITHE ITHACAN 
FROM LEFT TO RIGHT, Stacey Coleman '01, Erin Kahler '01, Melissa Kuclch '01 and Kelly Moran 
'01 accept flowers and congratulations on senior ,, ight last season in Ben Light Gymnasium. 
"We know how to cope with 
the pressure that comes along 
with being a competitive team at 
nationals," Lawall said. "Now we 
know what we have to do." 
The Bombers will kick off their 
season during Winter Break on 
J:m. 19 when they compete at the 
Brockport Invitational. 
2001 
National Collegiate 
Gymnastics Association 
Championship Results 
1. UW-LaCrosse 182.525 
2. UW-Oshkosh 180.350 
3. Cortland 178.500 
4. Ursinus 176.515 
5. Gustavus 
Adolphus 175.475 
6. ITHACA 174.100 
7. UW-Stout 173.600 
8. Springfield 173.225 
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Women stifle 
visiting Dragons 
BY JENNIFER BEEKMAN 
Staff Writer 
For those who thought the 
Bombers' victory over fifth-
ranked St. Lawrence was a fluke -
think agajn. The Bombers (6-1) 
came back after a huge victory Fri-
day to defeat fourth-ranked Cort-
land, 64-59, Tuesday. 
"It was definitely hard to come 
back after such a great win," said 
sophomore Alex lvansheck, w.ho 
score~ 11 
points 
a n d 
p u 11 e d 
down five rebounds. "But last 
year we lost to Cortland by five, so 
we were excited to play them." 
The victory marked the first time 
since 1998 the Bombers have de-
feated the Red Dragons (5-3). 
After struggling from the field in 
the previous game, sophomore 
guard Jennie Swatling netted her 
first three-point attempt in the first 
minute of play. However, things 
WOMEN'S 
BASKETBALL 
Bombers vs. Cortland 
Dec.13 
Cortland (59) 
Erin Egan 6-12 2-2 16, 
Becky Byrne 5-9 0-3 10, Amy 
Wood 3-7 2-4 8, Ang Brouty 
2-8 2-4 7, Michelle Ciquera 
1-9 4-4 6, Kristen Egan 2-9 
0-0 5, Noelle Picone 2-8 0-0 
4, Laura Johnson 1-2 1-2 3. 
Totals 22-6411-19 59. 
Bombers (64) 
went downhill from there as the 
Bombers struggled. With the team 
playing below its capabilities, 
Coach Dan Raymond put things 
into perspective. 
"For every downside, there is an 
upside," he said. "We are not play-
ing our best, but we are still up 6-1." 
Swatling seemed to have re-
gained her shooting rhythm, lead-
ing the team with 18 points. How-
ever, Raymond says that his team 
still needs to improve on its shoot-
ing. 
"We are not shooting well," he 
said. "We are offensively stagnant. 
But the good thing is that now 
everybody is contributing." 
With the game tied at 33 after the 
first half, Ithaca fell behind once 
again. However, .the Bombers 
roared back with newfound energy. 
With little more than a minute 
left in the game, sophomore Kelly 
Gawronski, who scored nine total 
points, netted a shot to put the team 
up by two. With four seconds re-
maining, Brown sealed the victory, 
hitting two foul shots. 
Throughout the game, Ray-
mohd paced the sidelines, shouting 
with frustration. 
"We were having a lot of trou-
ble moving without the ball," junior 
Kerri Brown said. "He·knows we 
can play better." 
Brown, who has been struggling 
with her shooting as of late, has the 
mindset of a team player. 
"I do whatever I can do to help 
us win," she said. "I may go out there 
thinking about how I'm shooting, but 
all I know is that we need to win." 
THE ITHACAN 21 
Jennie $watling 5-11 4-4 
17, Alex lvanshek 4-7 3-3 11, 
Kelly Gawronski 4-9 1-2 9, 
Kerri Brown 2-12 3-4 8, 
Donna Fisher 3-10 0-0 7, 
Heather Savignano 2-2 0-0 
4, Sarah Duerr 1-2 0-0 2, 
Kelly Brady 1-4 0-0 2, 
Carolyn Cox 1-1 0-0 2, 
Becca Berry 1-1 0-0 2, 
Corrine Farneti 0-1 0-0 0, 
Stephanie Cleary 0-6 0-0 O, 
Jessica Poole 0-1 0-0 o. 
Totals 24-67 11-13 64. 
As is the case with many 
Bomber sporting events against 
Cortland, the game was not lacking 
in drama. Midway through the first 
half of play, the crowd fell silent as 
graduate student Kelly Brady 
screamed and doubled over with 
blood dripping from her mouth. Af-
ter trainers realized she had taken an 
elbow to the mouth, Brady was 
tended to and left for the remainder 
of the first half. 
ANTHONY HEYWARD/THE ITHACAN 
SENIOR GUARD DONNA FISHER shoots a jumper over Cortland's Kristen Egan in Tuesday's win. 
with a mouth guard, but was forced 
to leave the game before the end. 
the team will look to continue its suc-
cess on the road. The Bombers' next 
game is at Cazenovia on Jan. 8. 
The team hopes to pick up right 
where it left off. 
"Her tooth went through her lip," 
Brown said. "Now her tooth is 
bent back." 
"From the hit, the tooth is not seat-
ed right," Raymond said. "She had 
to leave for an appointment with an 
oral surgeon. But she will be fine." 
"We have a little break," Ray-
mond said. "But we all come back 
Jan. 2 to prepare for our first game 
next year." 
"We are really happy right 
now," lvansheck said. "Even 
though these games may not have 
been our best, we have come out on 
top. That says a lot about our team." Brady returned in the second half, After a successful home stretch, 
Coaches' scouting t~rns up keys to victory for men's team 
BY BRIAN DELANEY 
Assistant Sports Editor · 
It wasn't junior center Jason Wallen's 
strong inside play, senior guard Matt 
Miller's sweet stroke, sophomore forward 
Matt Usher's stellar play off the bench or 
sophomore forward Tyler Schulz's excellent 
all-around defense that beat Cortland, 63-57, 
m Ben Light Gymnasium Tuesday night. 
All were major factors, but the biggest 
contribution in Ithaca's victory came from 
the Blue and 
Gold's coaching 
staff. Head coach 
Jim Mullins and . 
assistant coach Sherry Dobbs' scouting re-
port of the Red Dragons, which included 
every single offensive play that Cortland 
runs, provided the difference in snapping the 
Bombers' rour-game losing streak. 
''Coach did a great job scouting this team," 
said Wallen, who had a double-double with 
10 points and 10 rebounds. "We knew what 
plays they were gonna run so we knew where 
they were going to be ahead of time." 
Mullins and Dobbs had plenty of oppor-
tunities to watch Cortland play before· the 
team came to Ithaca. Dobbs had obtained two 
tapes of the Red Dragons in action this year, 
and Mullins had scouted them in a game with 
Elmira Nov. 30. 
''They've been running the same plays 
year after year," Mullins saici. "But this year 
RACHEL GARDNER//THE ITHACAN 
SOPHOMORE MATT USHER dribbles 
while Cortland's Rory Kuhn defends. 
they're just doing it with different personnel." 
Even with the scouting report, the 
Bombers still had to execute offensively, some-
thing they have struggled with all season. 
But Miller scored seven of Ithaca's first 
nine points to take a five-point lead the team 
would never relinquish, and the Bombers' de-
fense pressed Cortland all game, coercing the 
Red Dragons into turnovers and forced shots. 
It also held Cortland's two space-eaters, 6-
foot-8-inch seniors Jon DeHay and Kevin 
Monaghan, to a combined 17 points. 
The tall tandem's lack of production can 
be directly credited to Wallen and Schulz, 
who consistently denied entry passes to the 
post and made the duo work hard to estab-
lish good position. 
"The past two days, we've been going 
over how those two move and what they do," 
said Schulz, whose monster block of Dan 
Wenzel late in the second half prevented Cort-
land from cutting the Bomber lead to four. 
The South Hillers received 13 points 
apiece from Miller and junior guard Matt Rig-
gins and got a huge boost in the second half 
from Usher, who tallied nine points, three 
boards and a block in 13 minutes. 
"We got great play in the second half from 
Matt Usher and Nate Thomas," Mullins said. 
''They both played exceptionally well. One 
of the things we've got to figure out is that 
we've got to get Ush more minutes." 
Usher converted a backdoor layup and 
a jumper from the wing, and Schulz hit two 
free throws to extend Ithaca's lead to 56-
46 with seven minutes remaining. The Red 
Dragons then went four minutes without a 
point before junior Dario Vazquez hit a 
layup with 3: 13 left. After three consecu-
tive free throws by Riggins, the game 
seemed well in hand. 
But Cortland's Steve Legg ( 12 points) nailed 
two three-point bombs to cut the Bomber lead 
to three with 45 seconds left. Ithaca then calm-
ly knocked down its last four free throws to 
send the Red Dragons home at 3-4. 
MEN'S BASKETBALL 
Bombers vs. Cortland 
Dec.13 
Cortland (57) 
Dario Vazquez 6-12 0-0 12, Steve 
Legg 4-1 O 0-0 12, Kevin Monaghan 5-
10 1-2 11, Jon DeHay 3-6 0-2 6, Dan 
Wenzel 3-9 0-0 6, Justin Powers 2-6 
2-2 6, Rory Kuhn 1-3 0-0 3, Pat 
McKenna 0-4 1-2 1, Eric Eisenhard 0-
1 0-0 0. Totals 24-64 4-8 57. 
Bombers (63) 
Matthew Miller 5-10 2-2 13, 
Matthew Riggins 5-8 3-4 13, Jason 
Wallen 4-121-110, Matt Usher4-9 0-
0 9, Tyler Schulz 2-7 4-4 8, Michael 
Kubera 3-5 0-0 6, Dane Fisher 1-1 0-0 
2, Nathan Thomas 1-2 0-0 2. Totals 
25-54 10-11 63. 
''The only area that disappointed me de-
fensively tonight was letting Legg hit those 
two shots," Mullins said. "We didn't want to 
give him any open looks." 
With the four-game losing streak behind 
them and a physical Pittsburgh-Bradford (Pa.) 
team looming this weekend, the Bombers are 
looking to end the first semester heading into 
Empire Eight play on a win streak. 
'This win feels good," Schulz said. 
"We're trying to get out of this slump. We're 
hoping this will be the start of something good." 
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Cortland 
rivalry 
transcends 
gridiron 
Many other Ithaca teams 
look forward to Dragons 
BY MARIO FONTANA 
Staff Writer 
When the phrase "Cortland rivalry" is 
brought up to any Ithaca student, the im-
mediate reaction is to think about the Cor-
taca Jug and the two schools' football teams 
slugging it out on.the gridiron. What many 
students fail to realize is this matchup goes 
far beyond Chugger Davis Field and But-
terfield Stadium. 
Many other teams at Ithaca look forward 
to their Cortland matchups. The intensity lev-
el seems to nse, and there 1s a certain aura 
that just isn't there when schools like Alfred 
and Elmira come to town. 
' . 
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Ithaca's and Cortland's men's and 
women's basketball squads faced off Tues-
day. Perhaps their games don't receive the 
notoriety of the football game, but the ener-
gy level was definitely up a notch. 
BETH AKERS/THE ITHACAN 
THE CORTLAND-ITHACA volleyball rivalry has heated up in recent years with multiple meetings in the NCAA playoffs. 
ing streak than your biggest rival? 
"The approach that we have is that [the 
game] is equally important," Cortland 
men's basketball coach Tom Spanbauer 
said. "We prepare for each game the same, 
[but] obviously every time on the court both 
teams get together, there is added incentive 
because of everything that surrounds it." 
The emotions definitely run high. Going 
into the game, Ithaca had a four-game los-
ing streak. What better opponent to end a los-
"We were pretty fired up [in practice] this 
week to play Cortland," senior Matt Miller 
said. "We want to get a win, and a win against 
Cortland would make things even better. I 
would definitely say they are probably our 
biggest rivals of the year." 
three years, the teams have played 11 times. 
Five of those contests have been decided by 
two runs or less. 
The truly bitter pill for the Bombers to 
swallow is that in each of the past three sea-
sons, it has been the Red Dragons who have 
ended Ithaca's national championship aspi-
rations. Each year, Ithaca has lost twice in 
the NCAA New York Regionals to Cortland, 
including last year when the Bombers took 
both regular season contests only to see their 
College World Series hopes dashed with two 
losses to Cortland in the regionals. 
It doesn't stop on the basketball courts ei-
ther, as the two schools' volleyball squads 
have been in quite the heated rivalry as well. 
Over the last nine years, Ithaca has been to 
. the NCAA regional finals seven times. Six 
of thos.: contests have pitted the Bombers 
against Cortland. Nearly every bout has gone 
the full five games. 
"It's always a tough match," Ithaca 
Coach Janet Donovan said. "No matter who 
is favored to win, we always know it's go-
ing to go down to the end." 
In 1999, Ithaca faced Cortland three times 
during the regular season - and lost all three. 
However, m the regional finals that same year, 
the South Hill Squad managed to topple the 
Red Dragons and end their season. 
"It doesn't matter how our teams are do-
ing dunng the year," Donovan said. "It's al-
ways a great match. 
"Last year, we thought we had the upper 
hand, but when they beat us, we were 
shocked. It seemed like we just couldn't come 
through with everything on the !me," said 
Nick Pyzikiewicz, a junior infielder for the 
Bombers. "This year it's all about just beat-
ing them and getting to the series. If we don't 
make it, it will be a huge disappointment." 
NIKI KNAUBER/THE ITHACAN 
THE BASEBALL TEAM was knocked out of the NCAA regionals by Cortland las1 year. 
Or maybe ask the Bomber baseball 
squad how they feel about Cortland. The past 
Cortland versus Ithaca isn't just about a 
Jug. It's about showing which school is bet-
ter at every opportunity given. Bad sea~ons 
can be made worthwhile with a victory, and 
good seasons can go sour with an untimely 
loss to the rival school. Cortland-Ithaca is not 
just a rivalry; it's a payoff for all the hard 
work leading up to 1t: 
Ithaca ice hockey team toils in relative obscurity 
BY MARIO FONTANA 
SjaJD_Y.!_·1!_~'_!_· _ _________ _ 
The Ithaca College club ice 
hockey team may not seem like a 
l-i1g dL:a' tii the average student, but 
to thnse who play, it's a lot ot work. 
The team plays 31 games in the 
American Collegiate Hockey As-
sociation. There arc 37 club teams 
and three divisions. Every week-
end, Ithaca faces off against clubs 
from schools such as Cornell. 
Colgate and Syracuse, as well as 
out-of-state teams from as far as 
West Virginia. 
Though the travel can be tedious, 
it is necessary for the team's success. 
The top 12 teams in the ACI-IA 
make the national tournament. 
"The team decided that we 
have to make a sacrifice to make na-
tionals," senior co-captain Kevin 
Makey said. '1'his is our team, and 
we want it to be successful." 
The hockey team is only able to 
practice twice a week because ice 
,,.-·time is expensive. The team prac-
tices Tuesdays and Thursdays at 10 
p.m., which makes for some very 
late nights. Still, the work put in 
MEGAN CONKLIN/THE ITHACAN 
FRESHMAN AUSTIN SMITH guards senior Ethan May during a 
defensive drill at club ice hockey practice Oct. 23. 
seems to be worth it. 
"Everyone gets along, and it's a 
great time," Makey said. '1'he 
practices are late at night, which is 
tough, but it's worth it in the end." 
Senior co-captain Mark 
Godzich has no problem with the 
time commitment. 
"It's going out there and having 
fun," Godzich said. "Sometimes 
the drive (on road trips) is a drag, but 
once you're there, it'~ a great time." 
The lack of funding and quali-
ty ice time 1s because the team is 
only designated as a club. In the 
1970s, Ithaca had an intercollegiate 
hockey squad, but because the 
team had no personal !ink, the lack 
of ice time made the going rough, 
and they had to disband in 1975. 
Since then, Ithaca has had the 
club. Brad Buell '89 took over the 
head coaching responsibilities 
three years ago. 
"I love hockey, and I play 
hockey," Buell said. "I love Ithaca, 
and I wanted to do something to 
help out the school. Hockey was a 
really good way to help out." 
The chances of the team gradu-
ating to the ranks of NCAA sanc-
tioning aren't very good. To be pro-
moted there would also have to be 
an additional women's team (not 
necessarily in the same sport) be-
cause of Title IX restrictions. 
"From what I was told, there 
would have to be another girls' sport 
'before we were able to play' at the 
NCAA level," Buell said. Buell 
added he had no problem with that 
and was happy .with the current state 
of the club. 
Still, the level of club hockcv 1s 
no less intense. Many teams 1i:1ve 
fierce nvalnes, and the competition 
to make it to nationals looms large. 
"I When w ~ I played Cornell ... 
it was very high paced," Makey 
said. "The officials at the game 
said it was the most intense game 
they've ever seen us play." 
Buel I was encouraged by the 
team's play and excited for the po-
tential outcomes of the season. 
"I know they're capable of get-
ting [ to nationals], but we' re 
depending on the ratings," Buell 
said. 
From there, however, the hock-
ey team has gone downhill. Friday's 
6-2 loss to Lemoyne left Ithaca at 
4-7-1 to end the fall semester 
schedule. 
Within the ACHA, the team is 
3-6-1, hurting its chances for se-
lection to the national tournament. 
The team has 10 games on its 
spring semester schedule now, 
with the ACHA national tournament 
beginning on Feb. 27. 
"Nationals is our main goal," 
Buell said. "We have to make a 
name for ourselves." 
' ' 
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JUNIOR SETH LIND gets taken down by a Springfield College wrestler during the Ithaca Invitational Wrestling Tournament Nov. 9 iri the Ben Light Gymnasium. 
Bomber d Roun up 
Men's basketball 
Friday 
BY BRIAN DELANEY 
AssisJant Sports Editor 
The Bombers dropped a tough 
72-69 loss to the Saints of St. 
Lawrence Friday, after coming 
back from a 16-point deficit in the 
first half. 
Junior guard Matt Riggins 
came off the bench and dropped 19 
points on the Saints, including 10 
in the second half. Sophomore for-
ward Jason Wallen added 14 
points and eight rebounds and se-
nior Matthew Miller tallied 12 
points on 5-of-13 shooting. 
The Saints shot 54 percent in the 
first half on their way to a 36-27 
lead at the break, but the Bombers 
responded with a strong run to pull 
within one in the final minute, but 
were unable to steal a victory 
from St. Lawrence. 
The Blue and Gold struggled 
from the free throw line, hitting 
only 14-of-23, while the Saints 
knocked down 22-of-32 from the 
A.capulco 
Cancun 
Jamaica 
Bahamas 
Florida 
Promote Trips at 
Ithaca College 
Earn Cash 
and Go Free 
: all for details!!! 
charity stripe. Each of the nine 
Bombers that saw playing time con-
tributed one steal apiece in the loss. 
Ithaca will travel to Pitt-Bradford 
on Saturday for a 4 p.m. matchup 
with the Panthers. 
Women's basketball 
Friday 
BY JENNIFER BEEKMAN 
Staff Writer 
In a game coming down to the 
last 10 seconds of play, the 
Bombers (5-1) overcame an early 
deficit to defeat fifth-ranked St. 
Lawrence, 57-56, Friday in Ben 
Light Gymnasium. 
A seemingly frustrated Dan 
Raymond watched from the side-
lines as his team struggled in the 
first half against the Saint~. How-
ever, the team kept its composure 
and played a strong second half to 
claim its fifth straight victory. 
Raymond has, in the past, 
looked to defense as one of the key 
elements in his team's play and had 
to Saturday as the Blue and 
Gold's top three scorers struggled 
from the field. 
Senior guard Donna Fisher 
scored a game-high 18 points, 
scoring the go-ahead basket with 10 
seconds remaining. Junior Sarah 
Duerr added 13 points and seven re-
bounds. In addition to contributing 
five points to the victory, sopho-
more Kelly Gawronski pulled 
down a game-high nine rebounds. 
Men's indoor 
track and field 
Saturday 
BY BRAD J. TIEDE 
Staff Writer 
Five Bombers placed in the top 
five in their respective events in the 
second meet of the season Saturday. 
At the Cornell Relays, the dis-
tance medley team of juniors Dale 
Cocca and Garrett Wagner and 
sophomores Ryan Connolly and 
Jim Ravener finished fifth with a 
solid run of 10 minutes, 32 seconds. 
The Blue and Gold also made 
a strong push in the 4 x 800-me-
ter relay. The team of junior 
Matan Bisk, senior Daniel 
Malay, sophomore Jason Louden 
and junior Brian Kennedy made an 
impressive showing with their 
time of 8:23.00, good enough for 
third place. 
Individually, Ravener ran a 
school-record 36.20 in the 300-me-
ter dash but managed only a 
fourth-place finish. 
Sophomore distance runner 
Mike Stycynski ran 15: 11 to earn 
third place in the 3,000 meters. 
Women's indoor 
track and field 
Saturday 
BY ZACHARY FIELDS 
Staff Writer 
The Bombers had four second-
place finishes at the Cornell Relays 
Saturday. The distance medley re-
lay team - consisting of junior 
Erin Boshe, freshman Martine 
Loewensteiner and sophomores 
Kristen Cravatta and Amanda 
Laytham - finished second. The 
time of 12 minutes, 22.80 seconds 
was good for a NCAA provisional 
qualifier time. 
Senior Amy Holvey set a 
school record in the 300-meter run 
in 44.38 seconds. Holvey also fin-
ished second in the high jump with 
a leap of five feet, one inch. The 
team of freshmen Emily Maston, 
Kara Krebs and Lisa Hardy and 
sophomore Alyssa Tingle finished 
second in the 4 x 800-meter relay 
in 10:05.66. Junior Anne Rumins-
ki finished second in the 3,000-me-
ter run with a time of 10:44.00. 
The next match for the Blue and 
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Gold is the Cornell Six-Way meet 
on Jan. 18-19. 
Wrestling 
Saturday 
BY ABIGAIL FUNK 
Staff Writer 
The Bombers took a win and a 
loss Saturday as they beat Albright 
College (Pa.), 45-3, -but fell to 
King's College (Pa.), 27-9, in 
Reading, Pa. 
In the first matchup of the day 
for the Bombers, freshmen Marc Is-
rael at 141 pounds and Keenan 
Beach at 149 pounds each pinned 
their opponents from Albright. 
Other winners included juniors 
Bill Parry at 165 pounds and An-
drew Locke at 174 pounds. 
Sophomore Jeff Edelstein (165 
pounds) and senior tri-captain Car-
los Restrepo (125 pounds) each 
pinned their opponents. 
The South Hillers, however, 
failed to keep up the intensity for 
their second match of the day 
against King's College. Winners in-
cluded Israel, Parry and freshman 
Bryan Steele in the heavyweight 
bracket. 
The seventh-ranked Bombers 
will travel to the Millersville 
(Pa.) Invitational on Jan. 5 for a 9 
a.m. contest. 
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Event of the week 
Say Goodbye to 2001 
Good luck on fmals and have a great 
winter break. See you in 2002 ! 
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FOUR-DAY WEATHER FORECAST 
Today Friday 
~:l:::•udy 
~Low:27° 
Saturday :'. _. Sunday 
~ Part~doudy § M~stlyc~oudy 
··-, , High: 55 
- : --- High: 45° ·· . . . . . Low: 32° 
Low: 33° 
Forecast issued by the National Weather Service, courtesy of the 
Northeast Regional Climate Center at Cornell University. 
TODAY 
Safety Awareness Fair - 11 
a.m. to 2 p.m. in the Campus Cen-
ter Lobby. Sign up for great door 
prizes! 
Chi Alpha Prayer Group - Noon 
in Friends 302. 
::, YDS Teach In - Noon in Textor 
102. 
Advent Communal Penance 
Service - Services will be held at 
12:10 and 7 p.m. in Muller Chapel. 
Sponsored by the Catholic Com-
,· munity. 
SGA Budget Committee Meeting 
-12:15 p.m. in the South Meeting 
Room, Campus Center. 
Junior Research Symposium -
4 p.m. in the Center for Natural Sci-
ences. 
Community Service Network 
LEARN Meeting - 6 p.m. in 
Friends 208. 
French Circle Dinner - 6 p.m. in 
the Conference Room, Campus 
Center. 
SGA Academics Committee 
Meeting - 6 p.m. in the CCSR. 
Chapel. 
Campus Crusade for Christ - 7 
p.m. at the flagpole. 
Ivory Tower Meeting and D&D 
Game - 7:30 p.m. in the Confer-
ence Room, Campus Center. 
BiGayLa Winter Kickoff Party -
Tattoos, glowsticks, dancing and 
music to benefit BiGayla. 10 p.m. 
at Common Ground. 
COMMUNITY 
Odyssey - Salsa party with Sal-
sa Libra. Admission is $5. 18 and 
older. 
Rongovian Embassy - Cheap 
Date night starting at 1 O p.m. 
The See Spot Gallery - Dr. 
Blight, EKG, Government Cookies, 
Non-Existant, 1080 Overdose 
and After the Fashion perform from 
8 to 11 p.m. Admission is $4. The 
See Spot Gallery is 108 The 
Commons. 
SATURDAY 
Shabbat Lunch - 1 p.m. on the 
Terrace dining balcony. Sponsored 
by Hillel and the Kosher Kitchen. 
SPORTS 
Men's Basketball at Pittsburgh-
IC SETA Meeting - 7 p.m. in Bradford at 4 p.m. 
Friends 207. 
COMMUNITY 
Asia Society Meeting - 7 p.m. in Odyssey - Hem performs. Ad-
Friends 210. mission is $6 for 18 and up and $4 
for 21 and over. 
ASIC Meeting - 7 p.m. in Friends 
208. Rongovian Embassy - Purple 
Valley performs at 10 p.m. 
SGA Campus Affairs Committee 
Meeting - 8 p.m. in DeMotte 
Room, Campus Center. 
Jazz Workshop - 8:15 p.m. in 
Ford Hall, Whalen Center. 
COMMUNITY 
Kitchen Theatre Company 
"Waltz" is a fast-paced, non-stop 
Journey filled with dance, text and 
music. Showing Thursdays 
through Saturdays at 8 p.m. and 
Sundays at 4 p.m. until Dec. 22 al 
the Clinton House. For tickets, call 
the Clinton House Ticket Center at 
273-4497. 
Odyssey - One World Tribe per-
forms. $5 before 1 O p.m. and $7 af-
ter. 
FRIDAY 
Last Day of Classes for Fall 2001 
Shabbat - 6 p.m. in Muller 
. SUNDAY 
Protestant Services - 11 a.m. in 
Muller Chapel. 
Catholic Mass - 1 and 9 p.m. in 
Muller Chapel. 
Habitat for Humanity Meeting -
4 p.m. in the North Meeting Room, 
Campus Center. 
COMMUNITY 
The Nutcracker - The Cortland 
City Ballet, in cooperation with 
SUNY Cortland Dept. of Perform-
ing Arts, presents this classic 
Christmas tale. 2 p.m. at the 
Dowd Fine Arts Theatre, SUNY 
Cortland. Tickets are $3 to $5. For 
tickets or information, call (607) 
753-0673. 
Odyssey- Sports and DJ night for 
JOE PASTERIS/THE ITHACAN 
A BICYCLE OUTSIDE the Garden Apartments gathers snow Saturday evening during the first snowfall 
of the year. The cold temperatures and snow came as a change of pace during this unseasonably warm 
December weather. The cold temperatures are expected to continue through next week. 
21 and up. 
Rongovian Embassy - Emmet 
Otter's Jugband Christmas Feast 
with Regi Carpenter and the 
Gourmet Jug Bands. Admission is 
$3 for children, $5 for adults and $1 O 
for families. 
t'. 
M.ONDAY 
' -· 
Final Exams Begin at 7:30 a.m. 
Midnight Mass - Tree trimming 
held beforeh~nd at 10:30 p.m. in 
Muller Chapel. Sponsored by the 
Catholic Community. 
TUESDAY .· 
COMMUNITY 
Odyssey - Sports and DJ night for 
21 and up. 
Final Exams 
COMMUNITY 
Odyssey - Willie B. performs 
rock and roll with live guest. 21 and 
up. 
WEDNESDAY 
Final Exams 
COMMUNITY 
Odyssey - No Waste Band with 
members of JBB. ·21 and up. 
The lt·haca·n 
wishes 
everyone a 
.· happy holiday 
· season-. 
Look for our 
first issue of the 
new year on 
Jan. 24, 2002. 
Not all Ithaca College events are listed in the calendar. 
- · Send information to The Ithacan, 
269 Roy H. Parle Hall, Ithaca College. Fo/inore information, contact 
Calendar Manager Caroline Ugaya at 274-3208 or fax at 274-1565. 
